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THE VICINITY

June 17. Speaking lor
Chicago,
the Roosevelt forces today, Governor
Hadley of Missouri, chosen lloor leader for the colonel, declared that no
contested delegate seated by act of

the republican national commmittee
should sit In the convention.
"How can you help It?" he was

asked.

"We are not unmasking our batter"No delegate

ies today," he replied.

with stolen credentials shall have a
vote In this convention if we can help
it. By tomorrow we will have our
plans completed."
"What will you do?"
"Nothing that Is not regular and
American; nothing that will not be
approved by the American people."
Senator Dixon, campaign manager
for Theodore Roosevelt, emphatically
declared today that the temporary
favored of the colonel would be elected over Senator Root by a large majority.
"Will you start the fight as soon as
s
the convention opens?"
"We are going to fight from the
Jump and will elect the temporary
chairman by a majority larger than
42," said Senator Dixon.
At the Taft headquarters Representative Martin E. Olmsted of
announced that he would
be at the right hand of Chairman
Rosewater from the moment the
convention opens to keep him
straight on parliamentary procedure
and the Taft leaders said they would
be as well fortified with Rosewater
In the chair as they would ne wun
Sentor Root, the Taft cboice for the
It was
temporary chairmanship.
said the Taft men did not care how
started the
early the Roosevelt forces
Inevitable conflict.
Taft Just As Confident.
In response to continued claims of
accessions by Roosevelt among the
McKin-lesouthern delegates, Director
a
issued
today
forces
of the Taft
statement asserting that the Taft
lines were holding firmly and that
Roosevelt had succeeded in securing
only two southern delegates.
' A statement
by Governor Frear of
Hawaii, denying rumors that the Hawaiian delegation would not be for
President Taft was given out at the
Taft headquarters.
and
The hosts of Roosevelt
Taft leaders, after a practically sleepless night, today staked final hands
In their bitter struggle, with less than
hours' before the gavel falls at the
of
Coliseum for the formal opening
toconvention
national
the republican

June 17. The United
States weather bureau rose to the occasion today and issued as a supplement to its regular forecast a "spe
cial forecast for convention week."
"With the development of a cool,
high area in the northwest," said the
weather man, "the Indications are
favorable for generally fair and comparatively cool weather jn Chicago
for three or four days." .
Political pophetf Issued a forecast
of their own in the following bulle
tin:
"Forecast Area of great excitement centering tonight at the audi
torium and extending tomorrow to
the Coliseum with low barometric
pressure and indications of violent
storm. Air waves general through the
week over a heated substrata. Look
out for tornadoes."
Chicago,

;

Penn-sylvani-

y

COLORADO

RIVER

LEAVES CHANNEL
VALUABLE LANDS IN THE
ARE INUNDATED BY
FLOODS.
Needles, Calif., June 17 Abandoning its old channel almost completely,
the Colorado river, according to a report received here today, has thrown
itself upon a barren stretch of sand
dunes at the. great bend in the stream
in the northwestern part of Arizona.
The change occurred Sunday.
Another breakin the levee has resulted in the inundation of cotton
lands In Mojave valley from a new
communication
Telephonic
point.
wtth the town of Randalls below Parker, has been cut off. The last word
from that place was that the flood
was only a short distance away.
Blythe is still under five feet of wat.'
er,
v

GARROS WINS ROLL.
Anglers, June 17. RolaVid Garros,
the French aviator, won the grand
prize of aviation today. The prize
was given by the French Aero club

and was worth $10,000. The distance
was 683 miles.
Garros was the only one of the seven aviators who started yesterday to
complete the three laps set down for
the first day's task, which he did in
seven hours and 56 minutes.

covered

morrow.
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
Prominent men from many states
National League.
were subjected to conference room InBoston, June 17 Morning game:
terviews of a type known in police
R. H. E.
,
circles as "third egree."
4 8 0
have
been
Boston
lives
whose
Leaders
3 8 2
spent in the "game" brought into play Cincinnati
Purdue and King; Humphries and
McLean.
(Continued on Page Four)

THE FORMER PRESIDENT

TAKES

REFUGE IN THE ILLINOIS
HEADQUARTERS.

TO SERVE AGAIN
ON THE NATIONAL G. O.
P. COMMITTEE.

IS RETURNED

Chicago. June 17. The Roosevelt
leaders caucused with many of the
tiute delegations' today previous to
thfc general caucus of the full delegations.
Twenty of the Missouri
thirty-Bidelegates who are for
conferred witty RooseRoosevelt
velt leaders and determined to
Roosevelt leaders and determined to
ftand by the Roosevelt proKa.u
thiough truck and thin. They named
Walter L. ic!W, cUuirinan of ifae
Jelegation. Tbomas K. Niedr!iurnut.i
for national committeeman iu pia:e
of Secretary Nagel; Governor Hadley
for cotamittee on resolutions; Jesse
Tcllerton, credentials comm'.ttee, and
Charles Redland for permanent organization.
authorized A. L.
Ohio delegates
Garford of Elyria to cast 3 of Ohio's
48 votes for Roosevelt on all propositions in the program of the Roosevelt forces.
Caucus results in the New Mexico
delegation gave permanent organization to E. A. Cahoon; rules and order, Gregory Page; credentials, Hugo
Seaberg; platform and resolutions, H.
O. Bursom; national committee, Soloto notify presidential
mon Luna;
nominee, J. M. Cunningham; to notify vice presidential nominee, W. D.
All but H. O. Bursom are
Murray.
LANDS WILL NOT BE
Taft men.
Results in the caucus of the Texas
DRAINED TILL FALL delegation were: John E. Elgin for
permanent organization; rules order
of business, P. E. Baer: credentials,
HUNDREDS
OF ACRES IN LOUI- C. A. Warnken; platform and resoSIANA WILL NOT PRODUCE
national
lution, W. M. McDonald;
'
CROPS
committee, H. F. McGregor.
Nebraska's Roosevelt
delegation
New Orleans, June 17. Flood condi- chose Don L. Love for permanent or
tions will continue in seevral south- ganization; for rules and order of
eastern Louisiana parishes until au- business, C. A. Luce; credentials, H.
tumn, unless the present determina- E. Sackett; platform and resolution,
tion not to attempt to close the E. L. King; national committeeman,
break in the Mississippi levee at Hp R. B. Howell.
This will mean
melia Is changed.
Arizona In caucus endorsed a plan
that a great area of fertile land will for more liberal Irrigation policy and
afford no crops this year and that selected Dr. F. T. Wright for permahundreds of persons must depend on nent organization; for rules and orthe help of their neighbors for sus- der of, business, Dr. F. T. Wright;
tenance or seek other fields. .
credentials, Robert E. Morrison; platA representative of the New Orleans form and
business, Dr. F. T. Wright;
flood relief committee returned here credentials, Robert E. Morrison;
plat
today from the inundated country. He form and resolutions, James T. Wilsaid more than 1,000 persona are in liams, Jr., national committeeman,
immediate need of rations. Hun Ralph H. Cameron.
dreds of persons are suffering from exAt the caucus of the Nebraska dele
posure. There have been several gation it was unanimously agreed that
d tilths.
strong resolution shouldb be passed
in condemnation of Victor Rosewater
for his action as chairman of the naGALE WRECKS TOWN.
tional committee in the contest cases.
Guthrie, Okla.,' June 17. Sixty or
The condemnation resolutions dimore houses in the village of Kaylor, rected against Mr. Rosewater were
Oklahoma, were smashed by a terrific signed by the entire 16 delegates.
"The republicans of Nebraska have
gale last night, but every person In
the town's population of 300 escaped been humiliated," they state, "by .the
with no fatalities and only two were actions of our national committeeman,
hurt, according to news received here Mr. Victor Rosewater, who has been
today. The 'message declared that personally repudiated by the repnbli- not a building In the village remained
,
(Continued on Page Four)
standing.
Chicago, June 17.

Colonel

Roose-

velt's reception to the Roosevelt delegates and alternates today, was the
most strenuous experience
he has
gone through, since he reached ChiSeveral times before the apcago.
parently endless string of enthusiasts
had passed him, he cried out, "Not
another man; not another one."
Colonel Roosevelt began the hand- fhaking with vim and enthusiasm, but
after a half hour of it perspiration
was rolling from" his fane, bis voice
was getting tremulous and he was
skipping over a half dozen bands at
a time. Finally he declared:
"Hold the line as it Is, and I'll
pass along It."
Policemen did the best they could
to hold it, and the colonel, with a
bodyguard of policemen and plain
clothes assistants, was hustled to the
back end of the room, up a private
staircase, and around through the hotel corridors to the room of the Illi'
nois delegation.
As Colonel Roosevelt was forcibly
propelled Into this room, policemen
pushed the crowd back, blocked progress down the stairway and stopped
every one.
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JOLT FROM THE

THE ARMY

CANDIDATES

MINORITY

BILL

MAYOR

K

OF NEW YORK THIRTEEN MEMBERS ROAST THE PRESIDENT
TAFT,'. IN KNIFING
MENTIONED
NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO
MEASURE, SENDS MESSAGE
A TURN.
IN BALTIMORE
TO CONGRESS.

GAYNOR

PROMINENTLY

EUGENE N. FOSS ALSO STC3NG

CONDEMN

TAMMANY HALL MAY BE BACK
OF THE BOOM FOR GOTHAM'S

CLAIM

RHODE

MANAGERS CLAIM 42 CONFLICTING BULLETINS ISSUED
COLONEL
AND
BY GOVERNMENT
MAJORITY IN THE CONPOLITICIANS.
VENTION.

TOJTART

I I I

CITY EDITION.

x

ISLAND

TO CONTEST NO

SECRETARY OF NATIONAL COM
MITTEE IS INFORMED TO
THAT EFFECT
17. Two
Baltimore, Md., June
"dark horse" booms for the democratic
presidential nomination were inform
ally discushed here today by national
committeemen. The booms were for
Mayor Gay nor of New York and Gov
ernor Eugene N. Foss of Massacnu
setts. Whether the movement In be
half of Mayor Gaynor is being encour
aged by Charles F. Murphy, leader of
Tammay Hall, could not be learned
here.
The movement for Governor Foss
was launched by Frank Hendrick of
New York, who aid that the governor's name might not be taken up until the second ballot
Secretary Woodson reecived word
today that some contests would be filed from Rhode Island. The notification gave no details. Headquarters
for Speaker Champ Clark and Gover
nor Wilson were opened today.

;

ITS

ACTIONS AGAINST HASTY LEGISLATION

THE TEMPORARY
ROLL THINKS MATTER8 OF GREAT IM
SHOULD BE
PORTANCE
CALL WAS MADE UP BY
,
HANDLED CAREFULLY.
UNFAIR MEAN8.

MAN

CAMP

PREPARE

H

DEMOCRATS TALK MAJORITY GETS A VETO PLACED ON

THE GRAND OLD PARTY ELEPHANT BOTH

HE

r
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191.

RIVAL DRIVERS, FIGHTING TO CONTROL

CON

Wisdom

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FF?Eeo LEAPED WIRH TELEGRAPH SERVICE

TEST

OF

REGULARITY THE IAW IS INAPPROPRIATE

EXECUTIVE
SAY8 MIU- ASSERT PARTY IS NOT BOUND TO CHIEF
TARY
REORGANIZATION !&
STAND BY COMMITTEE'S
ALREADY IN PROGRESS.
ACTIONS.

and
Chicago, June 17. Members
Washington, June 17. The president
of the republican na- today vetoed the army appropriation
tional committee and four state com MIL He returned the bill to congress
mittee chairman, thirteen in all, in with a message Indicating his disapa public statement today denounced proval of the legislative provision
the action of the national, committee which, would oust Major General Leo
in making up the temporary roll call nard Wood from the office of chief oC
staff on March 4 next
of the national convention.
In his message the president said:
were
Walter
'he
protestantg
Among
"The army of the United States la-F. Brown, chairman Ohio state comtoo vital an institution to the
tar
Allen
national
William
White,
mittee;
committeeman-elec- t
of
Kansas; people of this country to be made the
Meyer LIssner, chairman California victim of basty or imperfect theories
republican state committee, and na of legislation. As was pointed out
by the chairman of the senate militional committeeman-elect- .
tary committee, it Is wen known that
Their statement follows:
"We denounce the fraud by which the war college and the general staff
the discredited majority of the re- have been for many months engaged
publican national committee has upon a comprehensive plan of army
made up a temporary roll call of the reorganization.
At the present time, therefore it
national convention; and we deny the
Is
a
make
to
of
the
committee
especially inappropriate In my
right
roll that might result in a nomination opinion to force upon the statute
that is effected by dishonesty and books legislation enacted without the
Gaynor Boosters Go to Baltimore.
trickery. We desire to serve notice usual deliberation and care. I canNew York, June J7. Jacob A. Can
op the' committee, and on fhe con- not conscientiously surrender the retor, William P. Black and France '0, vention, that the rank and file of our sponsibility in shaping such, law
Gallatin, officers of the "democratic party never bas permitted dishonest with which I am vested under the
association of New York for Gaynor in the party
to be a test constitution.
members-elec- t

,

'

machinery
for president" left here for Baltimore of party
regularity."
to
of
their
further
the
Interests
today
candidate. The leaders of the movement said their support of Mr. Gay
RYAN
nor was unauthorized by and un TOMMY
known to him.

QUITS

JIM FLYNN'S CAMP
MAINE'S FIRST PRIMARY
Augusta Me,., June 17. Maine held
her first statewide primary today,
both parties expressing their preferences at - the polls for candidates for
United States senator and representative in congress and for governor
and other state officers to be voted
for In the biennial election, in September. Chief interest centered in the
contests for the republican nominations for governor and United States
senator. On the democratic side there
was no opposition to the renominatlon
for Governor Plaisted and Senator
Gardner. For the republican nomination for governor the candidates were
William T. Haines of Waterville,
Frederick E. Boothy of Portland and
Albert H. Shaw of Batb. . For the

WILL DEVOTE HIS TIME TO
HIS ' PROTEGE,
HOWARD MORROW.

MAN-AGIN-

ACCUSED OF BIG THEFT
Tommy Ryan, retired middlewight
June 17. Georgo W. FitzChicago,
trainer-ln-cbichampion, today resigned as
in the camp of Jim Flynn, gerald is toibe placed on trl.it in the
United States district court
this
who, is to meet Jack Johnson here for
week on an indictment charging him
ef

ii.-r-

the heavyweight championship of the
world on July 4. There has not been
harmony between Flynn and Ryan
since the arrival of the trainer, it Is
Bald, and a disagreement arose be
tween Ryan and Curley. Ryan will
take bis pupil, Howard Morrow, a
middleweight, to El Paso, where he
will fight on June 30 with Jack Her-- '
rick. The cause of the disagreement'
contestants between
Ryan and Curley is not

the republican
were former Congressman Edwin C. known.
Herbert M.
Burleigh of Augusta,
Heath of Augusta and Judge Frederick
TODAY IN CONGRESS
The four repA. Powers! of Houlton.
June 17. Senate: Met
Washington,
resentatives in congress were unpop-pose- at noon and adjourned at 12:11 p. w.,
for renominatlon in their own until 10 a. m. Thursday.
parties. The complete results of the
Met at noon and consider
House:
primary will not be known until late ed bills on the private calendar.
tomorrow.
Message of President Taft vetoing
the army appropriation bill was read
and referred to committee.
d

CALIFORNIA DEMOCRATS

"I therefore return to your honor
able body, without my approval, the
said bill."
,
The president's flat declaratloir
that he was opposed to the enactment
of legislation as a rider on an appropriation bill was taken today as an
Indication that he would also veto
the legislative. Judicial and executive
bill, which carries an amendment that
would abolish the commerce courts

A BAD HOMBRE.
Santiago, Cuba, June 17

-

The in

STRONG FOR SPEAKER surgent leader Julie Antomarchi,

who

the theft of $173,000 from the government more than five years ago. The
wh'ie
alleged theft was committed
Fitzgerald was employed as teller of
the subtreasury, In which position he
was in the habit of handling about
$t,CO0,0O0 of government funds every
day. Fitzgerald himself was the first
to report the shortage of $173,000 in
hla accounts. The amount, almost
wholly in $1,000 bills, had disappeared as if by magic. Suspicion at first
was naturally directed towards Fitzgerald. A rigid investigation Into his
private life failed to bring anything
to light to substantiate the suspicion
that he might have been guilty of tbe
theft. Shortly after the disappear
ance of the money Fitzgerald quit his
position. Although out of the service
however, tbe former teller was not
lost sight of. An alleged discovery
by secret service men that Fitzgerald
though apparently without any" fixed
income, was spending money freely
and had endeavored, it is said, to
change a $1,000 bill, led to his arrest
about two years ago. At a prelimln-inar- y
hearing be was discharged for
lack of evidence The public eupposr
ed at that time that the famous case
was ended, so far as Fitzgerald was
concerned, but some months later the
government sprung a surprise by securing an Indictment against the for
mer teller, only a few hours before
the case would have been outlawed.

on Saturday ordered all the whites
to leave the vicinity of El Cobre, isWILL CAST THEIR VOTES IN NA- sued a proclamatiori
today stating
FOR
TIONAL CONVENTION
that he will hang any person ap
CHAMP CLARK
proaching him with a suggestion that
he should surrender.
San Francisco, June 17. The CaliShip Sails for Cuba
fornia democratic delegates left here
Key West, Fla., June 17. The bat
for Baltimore today on a special train tleship Nebraska sailed at 9 o'clock
with a large stock of California hos- today for Guantanamo, Cuba.
pitality and a pair of Champ Clnrk
mascot". The train carries 1,400
FAMINE IN NICARAGUA
I
New Orleans, June 17. Mail advicquarts of wine, about the saoie
CHARLES SATTERLEE DEAD.
amount of grape juice and half a car- es received here from Blueftelds say
load of fruit to stock state headquar- that people are dying from famine 4n
Atlantic Highlands, N. J., June 17.
Lack of
ters. The mascots are a noun' daw?, the Interior of Nicaragua.
Charles B. Satterlee, secretary and
trained to bay at the slightest provo- crops is given as the cause. It is de treasurer of the Texas and Pacific
cation, and a bear cub. The train is clared revolution In the republic is railroad company, died at his home
due In Baltimore next Monday.
imminent
here today in bis eighty-firs- t
year.

1

v
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JOHNSON'S EXPANSION AN

here July 3 between Johnny Daley and
Johnny Coulon of Chicago".
Rudy Vnholz, formerly known as the
Boer lightweight and now located
near Denver, has asked for a contest
here in the preliminaries to the big

IMP

LESS THAN THAT OF JIM FLYNN

MONDAY,

JUNE 17, 1912.

SUPREME COURT'S
DECISIONS

The local baseball club today for
requested Jack Johnson to
change his hours for working, since
his crowds seriously Interfere with the
attendance all the ball park, which is
considerably farther out of town than
the champion's headquarters.
"I'm sorry I can't do this," the
champion
modestly replied. "One
can see; a baseball most any time, but
I'm the sight of a lifetime."
auto trip InJohnson took a
to the country at noon to get all the
tonic he could of the glorious air. It
was a surpassingly beautiful day and
Jack travelled as far as Ten Lakes, 16
miles out He met a Chicago train
coming through and as It stopped
there Jack was wildly greeted toy the
tourists.
Jack didn't do much in his afternoon work, boxing five rounda with
Cutler and pulling and hauling for a
time with Calvin Resprees. The first
punch he bit Rastus put the entire
side of his face out of business, clos
ing his eye completely, and the 'boy
wasn't of much, use thereafter.
The champion was down to 218
In the
pounds after his roadwork
morning, the lowest notch he has
struck since being here.
John O. Talbott of Denver, official
commissioner for the contest receiv
ed his first bets yesterday. One was
$10,000 that Johnson told him to place
at two to one. The other was $300
from Davis of Salt Lake City, against
which he wished to have somebody
bet $1,000 on Johnson.
No official odds have been posted
as yet in the local room.
Flynn had a corking good workout
yesterday afternoon but it was signi
ficant that neither Ryan nor Morrow
appeared to work with him.
record
Both camps entertained
at
Johnsons
that
crowds,
breaking
old town quarters being so great that
difficulty
was with the greatest
that the men moved around even in
side the enclosure..
mally

Battle-Promo- ters

(By Ed W. Smith)

Jim Fly on leads in the first round!
Referee Dr. Shaw, official medical
examiner, eays Flynn has a slight
shade in the owning examination.
Dr. Shaw gives out the disquieting
Information that in the case or Jack
Johnson, because of the cheet expansion he showed during the exam,
that there is ground for fear he may
show a lack of endurance in the big
battle of July 4.
Jack was able to drag only enough
air into his lungs under the eye of the
doctor to show an expansion of tw
Inches.
and
f
with
Flynn showed two and
ease.
From Johnson's deflated chest to the
lull expansion there was but three
f
inches.
and
From Flynn'e deflated chest to his
full expansion theiie was a difference
f
Inches.
of four and
Otherwise they are about as grand
a pair of specimens of physical per
feotion as it would be possible to find
anywhere.
Dr. Shaw gave) out a complete statement, but in the case of Johnson,
he tempered It a bit about the cheet
The doctor atated that It
expansion.
was farthest from his thoughts to pose
in the light of an alarmist Therefore he did not care to go too strong
In the case of Johnson's lungs. He
contented himself merely with the
statement that went like this:
"Johnson's chest expansion is not
up to standard and would lead one to
fear that there might be a lack of endurance here in this altitude."
.
Pretty strong that, even in those few
cold blooded, dispassionate words.
Herewith are appended the measurements of the two men as taken with
the greatest care by Dr. Shaw, the
Innltnop nTivolMan anil ailfrpAOn nf this
section of the country. The doctor
acted at the request of the local club
In examining the men. He selected a
time when each of them had finished
the day's labor.
Here is the doctor's statement in
brief form and shorn of all its tech- ,

the men as he found them and not to
venture any predictions as to the outcome of the fight
He wished to submit the measurements to the public and let everybody
Interested draw his own conclusions.
The measurements are as follows:
Johnson
Flynn
30

Age,

'

e

34

in 11 UIWrtUUL
HIGHEST TRIBUNAL DECIDES IN
TERESTING POINTS OF
LAW.

anta Fe,,N. M., June 17. The
following syllabi In the four opinions
handed down by the state supreme
court last week, pass upon a number
of important law points involved. In
the case of the Territory vs. Pattle
M. Turner, indicted and found guilty
of violating the peddlers' license law,
and In which Santa Fe and Albuquerque merchants were much interested, the case turned upon a defect
in the indictment rather than upor.
the merits of the case.

6.00
Height
196
219
Weight
75
70
Reach
In the case ot the territory, appel17
17
Neck
.
lee, vs. Pattle M. Turner, appellant
i
15
from Santa Fe county, reversed and
13H
Right Biceps
13
15
Left Biceps
.
remanded, with instructions to sus12
13
tain the demurrer to the Indictment
Right forearm
12
14
Left forearm
and discharge the defendant, Uhiof
39
40
Chest at rest
Justice Roberts, Who wrote the opin41
42
ion says in the syllabus:
Chest full inspiration
37
39
CI) ait full expiration '
Section 449 Compiled
Laws of
34
36
Waist
1897 as amended by Section 4, Chap
23
26
ter 108, Laws of 1913, makes it a penRight Thigh
'
23
26
al offense to refuse ) or neglect to take
Left Thigh
15
16
out a license and pay the penalty preRight Calf
15
16
scribed within 30 days after receling
Left Calf
125
130
a notice from the assessor, as nroviJ- Blood Pressure m. m. Hg.
90
100
ed in the act, and,' it is necessary, in
Systolic (diastolic)
an Indictment based upon the section,
There ia a chance that Ryan and
to charge that such notice was re? liv
Morrow will go to El Paso for a battle
ed by the defendant and that ne
there June 30 between the Michigan
failed,, within the time limited, to
crack and Jack Herrlck, the former
pay the tax or license.
Kewanee and Chicago middlewight.
In the case of J. C. Gilbert, appelIt was figured at first to bring the
vs. R. E. Lund, appellee, from
lant,
pair together here the day before the
Chaves county, appeal dismissed,
big contest; since the management of
Chief
Justice C. J, Roberts, who
of the bull ring at Juarez is willing
wrote the opinion, says in the sylln-busto guarantee a purse of $1,000 for the
contest it was thought best to transWhere appellant has failed to file
fer it there.
assignments of error, within the time
Morrow is in excellent shape since
required by Section 221, Chapter 57,
his stay at the Flynn camp here and
Laws of 1907, as amended by Section
is ready to enter the ring right now.
2, Chapter 120, Laws of 1909, and adJack Curley received a long wire
vantage is taken of such failure by
Al
from
New
Palzer at
York
yesterday
motion to dismiss before such default
in which the big Iowa farmer anCALENDAR OF SPORTS
has been cured, in the absence f a
nounces that he is matched in the east
FOR THE WEEK
satisfactory showing excusing the dewith Bombardier Wells, but that as
fault, the appeal will be dismissed.
soon as he has knocked the Englishf
In the case of territory, appeliue,
man out 'which he says he will sureMonday.
vs.
Richard C. Graves, appellant, from
ly do, he Intends to board a rattler
horse
Opening of international
Chaves county, in the syllabus, of the
for this neck of the woods and issue show at
Olympla, London.
a challenge to the winner in person Telnnis tournament for the cham opinion written by Associate Justice
R. H. Hanna, it is said:
from the ringside. Palzer reiterates
opens at
pionship of the Carolinas
To sustain the prosecution of d
in his telegram that Tom O'Rourke
Greenville, S. C.
for receiving goods, know
prisoner
to
do
his
has
business
with
nothing
"I regard Jim Flynn as one or tee
Tennis tournament for the cham ing them to be stolen, four things
most magnificent specimens of physi affairs any more.
pionship of Arkansas opens at Little must be proved:
Jack Tierney, veteran sporting man Rock.
cal development that I ever examined
1. That the goods or other things
and1 I have had some
wonderfully of Terre Haute, Ind., and an ardent
Tennis tournament for the cham were previously stolen by some other
strong men. and natural athletes come Flynn man, landed in the city yester- pionship of Virginia opens at Norfolk. person.
j
day and spent the day at the Monte
before me for observation.
Jim Stewart vs. Tom Kennedy, 10
2. That the accused bought or re
norma
zuma
Is
his
in
sincere
Is
camp.
entirely
Tierney
eyesight
"Flynn's
rounds, at New York city.
them from another persou, ov
ceived
belief that a new champion will be
one very excellent point
Willie Fitzgerald vs. "Kid" Henry, aided In the concealing of them.
"His heart and lungs are normal in torn two weeks from Thursday after 10 rounds, at Albany, N. V.
3. That, at the time he so bought
.nm Dnffv vs. "Kid" Kansas, 10
every particular, likewise all of his noon in the new arena here and says
received them, or aided In conceal
or
he intends to stake a considerable sum rounds, at Buffalo, N. Y.
abdominal organs.
,
them, he knew they bad been stol
ing
flaw
a
along those lines.
"In fact I did not find single
Tuesday.
en.
circuit
In the man In any particular at all.
Onenini? of Cedar Valley
Tierney further' says that a big
4. That he so bought' or received
"One point that stands out to my crowd of Indiana sporting men will be trotting meeting at Marlon, Iowa.
or aided in concealing them,
them,
eye as "remarkable. He seems to be here for the contest.
Johnny Kilbane vs. Johnny Dun malo anlmo, or with a dishonest
the
Al Tearney, the Chicago alderman, dee, 10 rounds, at New York city.
possessed of wonderful endurance,
altitude of Vegas not affecting him writes to Jack Curley that he will be
Wednesday
The felonious receiving of stoltn
In the least
in attendance a the democratic con
Annual tournament of Western Ad- property, knowing the same tohavc
"Certainly he la a man who ought vention In Baltimore but will leave vertisine Golfers' association opens been stolen, is a substantive offense,
tn Tin able to withstand almost any there June 26 and come on here di in Chicago.
and distinct "from larceny.
amount of punishment
rect Tearney is custodian of the Opening of Corn Belt circuit trotOne cannot at the same time be n
of
Jack
"A most careful examination
small fortune now tied up in forfeits ting meeting at Flandreau, S. D.
principal In a larceny, and in a legal
Johnson's heart, lungs and abdominal for the encounter and also has been
Luther McCarthy vs. Tim Logan, sense a receiver of the stolen prop
In
a
perorgans shows me that he is
named as Flynn timekeeper during six rounds, a,t Philadelphia.,
erty.
fectly healthy condition, a thoroughly the big show.
Jack Herrlck vs Chappie Homer,
In La Cueva Ranch company, ap
sound man.
Mexico.
The local people handling the eham 20 rounds, at Juarez,
vs. Juan V. Rodriguez, et als.
pellant,
will
be
as
his.
chest
"But
expansion,
made an appli- Ed Winters vs. Eddie Johnson, 15
contest
have
plonship
from Mora county affirm
appellees,,
of
the
hv a careful analysis
cation to Lloyd's for insurance on the rounds, at Alamosa, Colo.
In the syllabus of the opinion by
ed,
will
submitted,
I
have
measurements
Thursday.
weather and the matter has been
Judge Frank W. Parker, it Is said:
be found to be somewhat below a cer
events in the Harvard- London head'
o
the
cable
Preliminary
1. A decree in partition does not
by
one
lead
would
and
tain standard
Yale boat races at New London, create a new
of the company.
quarters
title, but merely segrefear a lack of endurance."
have a rainy sea- Conn.
as
of possession, having
Inasmuch
the
gates
they
right
Shaw
Dr.
po
this
Further than
Opening of Grand Amer.can handi- the parties with the same title under
was que son here in July, which is well known
He
to
go.
declined
sitively
club hasn't much hope of cap shooting , tournament at Spring- which they previously held.
ried as to whether or not he figured fact, the
2.
insurance excepting at a field, 111.
he
Sections 3180 and 3181, Com
jrettinsr
would
high Vegas
that the
Oneninz of annual bench show of
rate.
Laws, 1897, interpreted, and
piled
prohibitive
in
the
coming
Jack
seriously affect
the Zoo Kennel club, Cincinnati, O.
held not to contemplate or authorize
Jack Curley last night wired east
fight, tout into this he declined to go
Dan Goodman vs. Battling Schultz, a
proceeding in partition against perat this time. The doctor intimated an offer of a purse of $2,500 for a 10 rounds, at Columbus, O.
sonsas unknown owners who are in
contest
that he had been requested to examine bantamweight championship
Friday.
the actual adverse possession of the
Annual
'varsity boat lands sought to be partitioned.
races at New London, Conn.
3. The owners of contiguous tracts
tournaOpen golf , championship
of land may settle a disputed bound
ment of Great Britain begins on tne
ary between them by parol agreeMuirfield links.
ment, which agreement, when followOpening of New Brunswick circuit ed by acquiescence is binding upon
race
meeting at Halifax, N. C.
the) parties.
The absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. has always been one of the
reasons why it is
Ray Bronson vs. Harry Brewer, 8
strongest points in its favor, and is one of the principal
A
all
medicines.
blood
rounds, at St Louis, Mo.
the most widely known and universally used xf
blood purifiers are really nothing more than
There Is no real need of anyone
great many of the
Saturday.
on.
so
act
and
disastrously
troubled with constipation. Chamunpleasantly
strong mineral mixtures which
court
tennis
championship
Clay
even
of
that
the
stomach
bowels,
tissues
and
and
berlain's Tablets will cause an agree
the delicate membranes
If such treatment purified the blood, the condition in which the digestive tournament opens in Pittsburg.
able movement of the bowels without
system is left would often be more damaging to the health than the original
Uppen Peninsula amateur wrest- any unpleasant effect Give them a
trouble. Not so with S. S. S. it is the greatest of all blood purifiers, and
trial. For sale by all dealers.
made ling tournament at Hancock, Mich.
at the same time is an absolutely safe and harmless remedy. It is herbs
of
extracts
and
and
roots,
the
of
juices
cleansing
healing
entirely
Each age of our lives h3s its joys
and barks, each of which is in daily use in soma form by physicians in
"HARVEYS" 13 OPEN
Old people should be happy, and they
their practice. Years of work and research have proven S. S. S. to contain
In
Mr.
Thirtieth
season,
Harvey
will be if Chamberlain's 'faulets are
purify the blood and at the same time supply the
everything necessary toand
best tonic effects. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed- taken to strengthen the digestion and
system with the purest
Poison
Blood
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Contagious
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return keep the buwels regular. These taband all other blood troubles, and it leaves the system in perfect condition ing same day. For passage phone lets are mild and Rentu In their ac
informavaluable
much
Book
blood.
the
when it has purified
containing
tion and
suitable for people
tion on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write. Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's. of middle especially
age and older. For sale by
GA.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotels
all dealers.
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"
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Dr. Shaw, Alter an Examination, Declares the Champion May
Prove to Be Deficient in Endurance Both Men Are in the
Best Possible Physical Condition, However, and Can Be Expected to Put Up a Great
Negotiating With
Lloyds for Insurance Against Rain on July 4.
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HRS.EB.WHEELER
DEAD IN B OSTQN

HOME
MOTHER OF LAS VEGAS MAN BE
LOVED BY A LARGE COMPANY OF FRIENDS.
Mrs. Eleanor B. Wlieler, mother of
E. B. Wheeler of this city, died June
8, in Boston, Mass., the day following
the arrival in that city of her son.
who had been summoned on account
of her serious illness. Mrs. Wheeler
was beloved by a large number of
The Boston
friends In Boston.
Transcript of Monday, June 10, contained the following tribute to her
memory:
Mrs. Eleanor Blasland Wheler,
widely known In patriotic philan
thropic and civic work, died at her
home In Dorchester, after an illness
which had Its beginning in mid-witer, when shei had a fall on the ice.
Complications ensued as a result of
n

the injury.
Mrs. Wheeler was born in Boston
on August 5, 1834, the daughter of
Thmoas Blasland of Bath, Me., and
Lucretia Boutelle of Ftchburg. Her
brother was Lieutenant Colonel Edward Boutelle Blasland of the Thirty-third
Massachusetts volunteers.
Mrs. Wheeler was the widow of
Major Horace Mason Wheeler of the
Fifth Wisconsin volunteers, who at
the breaking out of the Civil war, organized at Janesville Company E of
these volunters. He was commissioned captain in April, 1861, and later major of the regiment. He was
mortally wounded at Rappahannock,
Va., in November, 1863.
His wife accompanied him to Janesville when he went there to live.
Later she returned and had since
made her home in South Boston and
Dorchester.' She was one of the old
"Hawes school girls," and Interested
In the alumnae association of that
school. She was actively identified
with charity and general church
work
of Phillips Congregational
church and of St. Matthews' Episcopal church In gouth Boston, where
she also was for many years secretary of the Samaritan society, and

served a South Boston
agent, or representative of the Associated Charities of Boston.
Mrs. Wheeler took an active part
in the work of the Woman's Belief
Corps of South Boston and was a
past national secretary of this organ
ization. She was a member of the
Mattapannock Woman's club of South
Boston and of the Wheaton club of
Wheaton seminary, Norton.
She was the first regent of Dorchester Heights Chapter of the Massachusetts Society of Daughters of the
Revolution and y for the past, ten
years, and at the time of her death,
she was treasurer of the State soac
ciety and one of Its
tive members. She is survived by a
son, Edward Blasland Wheeler, who
makes his home most of the time In
New ' Mexico and who is the agent
there and In Coloradofor the estate
of General B. F. Butler.
,

best-know- n
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CLASS DAY AT YALE

New Haven, Conn., June 17. Class
day was celebrated at Yale today with
exercises cioeeay following the pro
gram which custom has established
as most fitting for the occasion. Hold
ing the center of the stage in the chief
eventa of the day, the seniors of the
two undergraduate departments sang
and paraded, danced and smoked the
long sachem ppe of peace and good
fellowship and cheered and listened
to the final declarations of their mem
bers as students of the university, the
class oration and poem. Tomorrow
will be alumni day at the university
and the next day the commencement
exercises will be held. Hundreds of
Visitors are here for the festivities
which promise to be the most brilliant
of recent years.
Old papers

for sale.

Optic office

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
COMPOUND

.

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in tha
house and give at first sign of cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.

OFFICERS NOT TO

BOTHER THE
CHAMP
JOHNSON WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO RETURN TO CHICAGO
BEFORE JULY 4.
Uncle Sam and his minions are not
going to interfere with Jack Johnson
in his efforts to wipd Jim Flynn, "best
of the white hopes," off the
pugilistio
map here July 4.
Though Jack is in serious trouble
with Uncle Sam because he
waa
caught .with some undeclared diamonds on his persog or in his possession when he returned from
Europe
recently Uncle Sam Is content to

wait until after July

4

before taking

holds with Jack in the matter.
At least so Jack has been advised
by his lawyer in Chicago.
His lawyer says that the witnesses
In thei case have been
summoned ana

that an indictment against the

fam-

ous fighting champion Is
likely but
that the Chicago government authorities who are prosecuting the

charges
against Jack have no desire to pusa
the matter in such, a way that Johnson will be embarrassed in his training here before the Flynn match.
"What do you think they will hand
you when they get you there?" Jack
was asked last
night.
"Well, I can't tell you but I don't
want to be handed anything at all if
I can get away from
it," the champion said. "Possibly there will be a
fine of $1,000 or
something of the
sort although I have agreed to
pay
the full amount due the government
and make amends for my
slip in any
other way that I can.
"I've been trying for a Ions time to ,
find out who It wuh 'turned me
up'
in this matter. Now I'll
get the line
on the friend who wns go
good as to
tell on me and I fodl that it will be
worth $1,000 to me to know who that
particular friend Is,''
Johnson says he bought the diamond necklace In Question
innocently
enough on this side and never knew
until It was seized that It had come
In

duty-fre-

J.
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LIFE STORIES OF THE MEN
WHO WOULD BE PRESIDENT

VEGAS DAILV OPTIC MONDAY,

COMMISSION WILL

JUNE

thru

17, 1912.

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

CONTROL

CANAL
Resigned the governorship in 190."
London, June 17. The third report talk of a reversal of the power to the
Following IiTa series of brief Histories of the men who are in the to take his seat in the United Sta'er
of the board of agriculture on the Isle conservative party.
race for the republican nomination as senate.
of Wight bee disease.eagerly anticipati;anaiejas nas proved himself an
United Stases
to the
president of the United Stales:
ed by beemen and orchardlsts who adroit statesman throughout many dlfsenate in 1911.
are threatened with ruin by a present noun moments in tne last year or
William H. Tft
Conference of "progressive repuV
Born in Cincinnati, September li,
epidemic of the disease among British two, and it is generally believed that
357 the son of Alphonso Taft, who licans," held at Chicago, Oct 16, 1911. SENATE MEASURE MAKES RADIC- bees, does not inspire them with much when he abandons office it will be be
AL CHANGES IN THE HOUSE
was a member of President Grant's Indorsed Senator LaFollette for prescause he seeks a respite from the oc
hope.
BILL.
ident
cabinet.
Discussing remedies for the mys- cupying duties of premier. The con
Albert B. Cummins.
terious malady, the report concludes servatives are constantly plotting to
Graduated from Yale in 187S and
Washington, June S 7. After veeUs that "it is
Born at Marmichael,- Pa., February
. from the Cincinnati law school In
exceedingly improbable that return to office, and It Is alleged that
of prolonged hearings, at which the
1SS0.
15, 1850.
of the drugs In use will be found they were responsible for a recent di
any
at rppresentativeH of the railroad inter-er- i to be of value In combating the dis- vision in the Canalejas cabinet over
Educated at the academy
Appointed assistant. prosecuting atof the I'nited States, the steamship ease."
The disease has been clearly an old time story of political corrup
torney for Hamilton county, Ohio, in Waynesburg, Pa., and admitted to the
owners and the commercial interests traced to
bar of that state.
1SS1.
that ancient foe of the bee- tion. The differences were quickly
Worked for several years as sur tf the country were given free rein keeper, Nosma apis, which is also smoothed over, however.
Appointed collector "of Internal revin presenting their views on the quesenue by President Arthur in 1882.
known as the May sickness, often epi
The possIbh$ return of the conserva
veyor and railroad builder.
Admitted to the bar in 1874 and tion, the inteoceanic canal commit- demic among bees in other countries. tives, with former Premier Maura as
Resigned Vila official position (in
of wihich
Brandegee of
1883 to begin thexpractlce of law.
The report advises the removal of their leader, is viewed with considerpracticed in Chicago for several tee,
Connecticut is chairman, ha reported
stocks from their present lo- able apprehension in some circles, as
years.
solicitassistant
healthy
Appointed
county
Removed to Des Moines in 1878 the house hill for the control and gov- cations, for the germs evidently re- nt is feared that this would again exor in 1885.
ernment of the Panama canal' with a main in
the ground, and, although a cite the radical elements Into new
Appointed judge of the superior and formed a law partnership with number of
important aniendmovs
his brother.
court of Cincinnati in 1887.
hive may be Immune itself, It can manifestations against the monarchy.
The amendments rnsde by the senElected to the Iowa legislature in
transmit the disease. The only safe- Nevertheless It is openly stated in the
Elected to the superior court in
committee (''ange the sso;ie
ate
on
1888
1SS8 tor a term of five years.
republican
ty, therefore, is an entirely new start chamber of deputies that the conser-vatib- e
the house bill in a nu;nber .if particu- for the
,
party will- - return to power as
'beekeeper.
Resigned from the bench in 1890 ticket.
with reference to the
soon as the budget is voted.
Unsuccessful candidate (or '.he lars,
'to become solicitor general at WashUnited States senate in 1331 and ?haraetc of the government of the
ington.
Buckinghamshire Is planning to
Canal zone. The house bill places
. Appointed
judge of the United 1899.
on June 27, in the Vale of Ales-burraise,
the
in
of
the
the
government
"strip"
Member of the. republican national
States circuit court in 1892.
a memorial to her favorte son,
hands of a governor with the presiBecame dean and professor in the committee from 1C96 to 190"!.
John
offi'
who, according to
Hampden,
to
all
'
appoint
WHERE THE BIG
Elected governor of Iowa K 1901 dent empowered
law department of the University of
would have been the George
govvests
bill
senate
the
cials.
The
In 1903 and 1905.
- LEAGUERS GROW.
and
Cincinnati In 1896.
of his country If he had
course ernment of the zone in a, commission Washington terrible wounds he reFollowed . an independent
Became first civil governor of the
of three persons with right of appoint- survived the
during his career as soocnor and
Philippines in 1901.
in
a
Prince
ceived
with
fight
Rupert's
commission.
re ment resting in the
The fine stowing of the Andei u
Declined an offer of appointment originated numerous measures
The senate committee changed the cavalry at Chalgrove. Posterity has team has been a
on the supreme bench of the United form.
big surprise lo the
house bill so as to prevent fluctuation placed Hampden first among the par'
association
fans.
Carolina
Elected to the United States senate
States.
party which opposed
In rates of toll. Once these rates have liamentary
The Traverse City team in the
Resigned bis position as governor In 1908 to fill out the unexpired term been prescribed by the president they Charles I., and he began the fight In
of Senator Allison.
"Of the Philippines in 1903.
Michigan slate league has q ilte a
cannot be changed until after sli rarllament as a representative of
1909
Pitcher
to
in
in
senate
the
Presi-defor
Klrby.
Became secretary of war in
fancy clipper
months' notice by presidential procla Buckinghamshire.
the term expiring in 1915.
Pitcher Wells, of the Greoi Bay
Roosevelt's cabinet In 1904.
bill also provides that
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
First attracted wide attention in matlon. The
league team, has
Restored order In Cuba as provisno toll shall be levied on vessels
Some curious old documents offered seven straight victories to his credit
national politics by his declaration of
ional governor in 1906.
American registry in the foreign for sale recently 'by a London dealer
this season.
Again declined the offer of a place the "Iowa idea," which stands for a trade, if the owners of such vessels
prove clearly that the wild fowl which
Phil Chouiiard, who played utility
on the supreme bench of the- United reduction of the tariff on monopo.
agree to their use by the government occupy the lakes in the London parks
lized products.
with the Chicago WhtU Sox
States.
roljes
emer
in time of Var or other public
were In occupancy there In, the reign last season, has joined the MenomiAnnounced his candidacy for the
eencv on payment of a fair actual of James I. One document Is Lord
'
nee, Mich., team.
republican presidential nomination in
value.
Rochester's 'bill of charges "for keep
Boston
former
the
Cecil
1907.
Ferguson,
The senate bill as reported also ing the fowls and beasts at the
in
is
keep
Memphis
helping
pitcher,
Inaugurated the first Philippine
took a. "fall" out of the section pro- James Parke and Gardens for April,
the running In the Southern league
NEWS FROM THE
assembly- at Manila in October, 1907.
railroad-ownesteamships May and June, 1611."
hibitng
race.
STATE CAPITAL
Nominated for president at Chifrom operating through the canal
It is signed by the Earl of Salisbury.
True to their name the Annlston
cago, June 18, 1908, and elected in
bill
providing
by
amending the house
Another document Is for the "charges champions are making the SoutheastNovember.
that no ship owned, chartered, oper layed out on St. Jamea Parke and the
ern league teams come to teachnr ana
Inaugurated 26th president of the
Sana Fe, N. M., June 17. Governor ated or controlled by a railroad or in
for keepinge and feed- take a
garden
springe
United States, March 4, 1909.
beating.
McDonald has appointed, Attorney which any railroad had any interest In
ge his majesties forrayne bestes and
of
won twenty-thfo- e
Announced his candidacy for re Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque his
Burlington
con
whatever through any holding
and this Is signed the first thiit"
fowle there 1611-12- ,'
la
and
played,
nomination in 1911.
games
legal adviser as provided in the new nanv. stockholders or directors, ir
by Sir Julius Caesar.
Theodore Roosevelt.
perched on the high seat in th? Con
law, at $2,000 a year. Mr. Burkhart common or otherwise, should be per
tral association.
Born in New York City, October is well known as a awyer, was one mitted to enteir or pass through the
The new London museum has shown
Hastings and Kearney are showiug
27, 1858.
of the men who complied the New Panama canal if engaged in the coas
cab
a
hansom
its
the
by
Graduated from Harvard in 1880.
adding
enterprise
way in the Nebraska state league,
candiMexico statutes in 1897, was a
wtan tradft between United States
Member of the New York assem- date for the supreme court on the. ports. It permits ships of America to its collection, although there are at with the champion Superior team l.i
400 of these vehicles still in use the cellar.
bly from lS81j to 1883.
democratic ticket and was a former
however, owned or controlled least
last
Chairman of the New York delega- resident of Santa Fa. He is a man registry,
The Battle Creek' team :u the
to operate through the canal in the on the London streets. But the
tion to the republican national con- of large legal and political experience. transoceanic trade to or from Orlen maker of hansoms closed his doors Southern Michigan league, has wou
the museum au fifteen straight games this seasoa, a
vention in 1884.
Senatorial Certificate Not Signed
tal or European countries between three years ago, and
Engaged in ranching in North DaGovernor W. C. McDonald has not ports of the United States mail steam- - thorlties are no doubt anticipating its record in that organization.
kota from 1884 to 1886.
The Mau Claire and Winona loams
yet signed the certificate of Senator shin company, but the committee rapid extinction.
s
1905 motor taxlcabs first appeared have the other teams in the
In
Unsuccessful candidate for mayor Albert B. Fall certifying to his
movement
insert
by
the
safeguarded
bumble title
of New York city in 1886.
r
term.
to the
league flagged, and
an additional restriction to protect on the streets under the
ing
"Clarences-MechanicPower,
of
United States civil service commisare
in sight.
a
that
everything
Rate Clerk Appointed
winning
coastwise traffic by requiring
19 of them as compared
sioner from 1889' to 1895.
With thre,e Indians, Haag, Smitl
The corporation commission has ap- railroad-owneship passing through there being
Police commissioner, jot New York pointed B. F. Segerson rate clerk. the canal must have at least 50 per with about 7,000 hansoms. In 1910 the and Murle, in the line-up- ,
Manhattan
to 6,397. The ex In (the Central Kansas league comes
City in 1895-6- .
Segefson is an expert and comes well cent of its cargo destined to a trans- hansoms had fallen
act figures for today have not been pretty near being a real American
Assistant secretary of the navy in recommended.
He took charge of his ocean port.
1S97-9r
of compiled, but it is safe to estlfate that team.
duties Saturday.
Senator Charles E. Townsend
11,000 taxlcabs to
least
are
c there
at
Colonel of the "Rough. Riders" in
interocea-nlFrank
the Bridgeport
Parole
O'Rourke,
of
for
the
Application
Michigan, a member
the Ouban campaign in 1898.
The following person having served
canals committee, whose name is 400 hansoms, intermittently employedto shortstop, who was recently sold to
Elected governor of New York in his minimum sentence has applied for attached to much wise legislation iif- - The refusal of the hansom drvers
the Boston Nationals, was considered
the taximeter accelerated their the class among the, shortstops in the
1898.
parole. Action will be taken at a fectine railroad rates and an authori accept
Elected vice president of the Unit meeting of the board of penitentiary ty nDon transportation questions, said end. for if they had accepted it they Connecticut league.
as the
"Buck" Freeman, the former Wash
ed States in 1900.
commissioners to be held on June 21 : today speaking of the bill to regulate might have made a longer fight,
are
doing.
fiacres
Paris
ington-BostoBecame president on the death of Charles Botts, Colfax county.
ditch,
tho. eovernment of the "big
heavy sticker, is hav
'
Decoratlvely, the London streets ing a hard time of it trying to land
President v McKlnley, September 14,
Will Try Citizens
'The Panama canal was construct
han his Scranton team a
'
winner in the
1901.'
District Judge MoClure has gone ed for two purposes, first, as a mili- have lost by the passing of the
,
poised
the
tall,
delicately
New York Btate league.
Elected president In 1904.
from Roswell to Clovia to give a hear tary defence, and second, for the bene som, for
carriage, shiny black, with the driver
Both the Boston Nationals and the
Acted as mediator in restoring ing to about a dozen citizens charged fits of commerce.
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the 70 or eighty dele- will have at least
gates claimed by Colonel Roosevelt, be porary chairman.
adopted.
In thus submitting: the matter of the
debated seats to the convention
en
bloc, none of the delegates affected bv
the contests could vote on the question and the Roosevelt men believe
that such a poll would give them the
upper hand In organization.
Victor Rosewater, of Nebraska,

chairman of the national committee
became the storm center of this phase
of the fight In his capacity as chair
man, Mr. Rosewater will call the convention to order and will decide
whether to entertain or refuse the motion of the Roosevelt men.
The Roosevelt plan is revolutionary
and Mr. Rosewater may insist upon
waiting for the report of the comnill-''.;twhich, usuajljr,
would uot" ntiho up for onSMeralIon
,.

lforrednesdajr.
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(lay and Ills said that the Roosereif
plan met with stubborn opposition.
leaders' get
Unices the Roosevelt
this vote on contests at once, " it 3
said they plan to force the issue fur
ther by Immediately moving the nonii
nation of Colonel Roosevelt, and at
temping to hold a convention of their
own within the convention hall.
Fully aawre of the gravity of these
developments, the Taft managers and
members of the national committee fa
vorable to the president held continued councils to evolve methods of
1
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A STATE FAMILY BIBLE
Kentucky is one of the southern
states which has recently adopted a
modern law for the registration of
yltal statistics, says The Journal of
the American Medical Association.
Put into force a little over a year
ago, it has been1 on trial. As usual,
it encountered opposition. Some peo- '
pie were unable to Bee why births
and deaths should be recorded; oth
ers did not like to go to the trouble
an orderly record of
f1.o stake out
these, occurrences. Because phyal'
ians and medical organizations led
the way In securing this needed leg
islation, it was, of course, regarded
as something for the benefit of physicians rather than for the public
Shakespeare asked and so
good.
tiave many philosophers since his
time "What's In a name?" and the
wisest of these Inquirers have recog
nized the importance of naming a
thing properly, if it Is tp stand well
In the public eye. Evidently this fact
is recognized in Kentucky. The lead
ing editorial in, the May 1 issue of the
Kentucky Medical Journal, under the
heading "Name the Babies," dis
cusses some of the difficulties en
countered in putting the new law into
effect In this connection, the editor
philosophically refers; to the state
tmreau of vital statistics as
tucky's Big Family Bible. " A happier
name could not well be devised,
"When the people of Kentucky understand that the object of birth regis-ftration is to record the name ana
date of arrival of each little citizen
of Kentucky, so that its legal Identity
may be established, and that the state
Is simply exercising! the same care
that leads a father to Inscribe each
fcirth in the family Bible, public sup
port of the measure will be increased
,
and assured.
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The day was the most oxc'tlng
has preceded the opening ol a repu-lican national convention in many
years.
Caucuses of the state delegations
came in au avalanche, as there had
been but few caucuses until today,
Colonel Roosevelt arranged for a
reception this afternoon at which he
hoped to meet every one of the 1,078
delegates to the convention. Tonight
at the Auditorioum theater, he will
be the principal figure at a large mass
meeting of Roosevelt followers.
Eany today Senator Borah of Idaho
definitely was selected as the choice
of the Roosevelt forces for temporary
chairman.
Governor Hadley of Missouri was
chosen as floor leader for the Roose
velt organization.
Tn addition to the candidate Jen
temporary chairmanship, the Taft
and Roosevelt forces prepared two
distinct platforms.,
James R. Garfield, in discussing the
mlfttform to be submitted by he Roose
velt organization, declared that it
n nrogressive throughout, but
the
subject of the recall would be
that
iftft. to the Individual states.
A. Piatt Andrew, assistant secretary
flu
of the treasury, arrived with the
nr,iai Trian for the Taft platform. PerMuiailv. he said he was satisfied with
the Rochester plank, but that others
seemed to think that this should be
nmnlified in the national platform
Thft Oklahoma delegation today re
and
cognized the possibility of a bolt
in nnncus. bv a vote of I S to z dereai
ed a resolution binding itself to sup
port the nominee of the convention
.nraolrient and vice president
.The Taft forces announced that
Senator Clarence Clark of Wyoming,
had been agreed upon for chairman
of the committee on rules, and that
Congressman Olmsted of Pennsylva
nla had been selected as parliamen
tarian. There were no changes an
nounced in .regard to the other com
mittee places.
Third candidate' talk continued in
many quarters today. The name of
Justice Hughes was prominent in
this discussion. Champions of Sen
ator LaFollette and Senator Cum
mins said they saw much to favor
their candidates in the extremely
fight.
tense
"The temporary roll of delegates as
arranged by the national committee
will organize the convention," said DI
rector MoKinley.
Representative Olmsted spent the
forenoon in consultation with a number of expert parliamentarians, who,
after going over the precedents, reach
ed the conclusion that the temporary
roll as prepared by the national committee; must be regarded as Inviolable
until superseded by a new roll pre
pared by the convention itself, after
action by the committee on credentials, and he will also so advise the
chair.
Among those present at the confer
ence were Semttors Root and Penrose
and Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler. Senator Penrose estimates that Mr. Root
tl.-a-

every artifice known to modern politics in their almost? frantic efforts to
swing the balance J.P .Colonel Roosevelt; or (to President. Taft. Men who
were doggediy 'stealing their ground
were told; what might happen to them
not only this', year-onext, but four
years .from .'now,-unlesthey agreed
to the programs- mapped out by the
'
leaders.
i:
It was no place' for the weak. Keen
eyes and twined ears searched for the
first signs of pafiic"or a break at any
point, and as the lines were tightened
to the last notch, those who appeared
to waver even in sllgiht degree were
subjected to a merciless fire.
Running through it all was the con
stantly recurring fact of the presence
of Colonel Roosevelt, himself, leading
his own fight.
It was a question for final analysis
as1 the day wore on whether the re
publican party Is bigger than its con
trolling body, the national committee,
or bigger than any individual

't

In brief, the situation is whether the
republican "elephant" will respond tn
the vigorous directions of either of
the two drivers, one ordering it to the
left and the other commanding it to
turn to the right, or whether it will
twtof its trunk about each of the driv
ers in' turn and hurl them aside, to
go its own way. There were indications today that the last contingency
is not at all Impossible.
In this connection it become appar
ent that the division of delegates be
tween Colonel Roosevelt and President
Taft on the question of the nomination does not bold on any other ques
tion to come before the convention
This was shown plainly by the atti
tude of the Virginia delegation.' Al
though practically all for the nomina
tion of President Taft, nine of the Vir
--

ginia delegates - declared that they
would vote to overrule the action of
o
the national committee in seaing Taft
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE delegates, over Roosevelt delegates
FOR JULY.
from California, Texas and WashingDo dreams "come true?" The slow ton.
This sentiment among arriving dele
strange alchemy pf the generations
has evolved a race of dreamers hav gates was seized upon quickly by Colo
ing the will to work out, with hand nel Roosevelt and his advisors.
and brain, a new order of ideal but The Roosevelt managers purpose to
practical conceptions, and that their focus the, flghj; the minute the con
dreams are being realized every day vention has been called to order, by
f the year the successive numbers precipitating a roll call In which only
of Popular Mechanics Magazine bear those delegates whose seats are
by Colonel Roosevelt shall vote,
ample witness. In the July issue ap
309
The
Roosevelt men
expect to
265
illustrations,
and
articles
pear
not only covering1 the new and un achieve this end by) demanding a iroll
usual In science and mechanics, but call of the temporary chairmanship.
also forecasting some of the marvels Then it Is planned to have Governor
of an age to come. Among these lat Johnson of California cast the 26 votes
ter rank i Sir William Ramsay's for that state fen the question. This
scheme for converting unmined coal action by Governor Johnson, it Is ex
into gas; Victor Lougheed's stream pected, will be objected to "by the two
line theory discussion; Forest Ray Taft delegates from the Fourth CaliMoulton's exposition of the principle fornia district
of the cat's ability to turn itself over This juncture will be grasped by the
in midair, and H. H. Windsor's editor- Roosevelt floor leader as the one upon
ial on economically handling the flood which to get the "expurgated" vote of
the delegates;.' The floor leader will
problem of the Mississippi valley.
move
as
at once that the temporary roll
The Titanic disaster,
predicted
in the June Popular Mechanics Maga- as made up by ' the national committzine, resulted In numerous, sugges- - ee1 be rejected, and that a substitute
undo-bate-
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LOCAL

CAIIDON IS NAMED

BETTER

THAN

WILLIAM
PINKERTON
ADVI8E3
CURLEY NOT TO ENGAGE
DETECTIVES.

COMMITTEE
(Continued from Page One)
cans of our state and who did not represent the wished or the voice of the
republican party of Nebraska in the
deliberations of the national commit
tee.
WVV'e condemn Tttull ipudiatft in the
strongest terms hls'aticrfis and here- fei',dmand, in M'amof the republican partjwsf our Mot e that .S change
t
;Jt!udf toward ebrttskifr'
i nere was a wish rieni in tne cau
cus against the adoption of more bit
ter resolutions and the foregoing were
accepted as a compromise. After they
were agreed to Mr. Rosewater's
friends signed with the others.
The Connecticut delegation formally instructed for Taft and the Pennsylvania delegation passed resolution
endorsing Colonel Roosevelt
The New Hampshire delegates, in
caucus, named Fred W. Estabrook as
the state member of the national committee.' W. S. Edwards was named by
the West Virginia delegation.
Henry S. Chubb was chosen by Flo
rida; P. D. Barker by Alabama;
Charles F. Brookcr by Connecticut;
Alva H. H. Martin by Virginia; J. L.
Lewis by Vermont; Walter F. Brown
by Ohio; William Flinn by Pennsylvania; Charles D. Warner by
'
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tectives to assist Promoter Jack Cur-le- y
and the Las Vegas and San Miguel county officers In preserving or
der during and preceding the John-fight Curley has received
a letter from William A Pinkerton
notifying him that his men are all
engaged in other work and it would
be impossible to take them off the
jobs which now are occupying their
attention.
Pinkerton says, in advising Curley
of the proper course tp pursue: "Tney
have a good police force and a good
lot of sheriffs in your vicinity and, if
I were you, I should not think of employing outside detectives, most of
whom

,

1

The Pinkerton detective agency of
Chicago, will be unable to furnish de

&

Los Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.

!

Whalen.'

,

Co.

Machine

Fowler

&

Prep,

We have on hand a complete stock of

would

be simply in the way. You had bet
ter leave the whole matter In tne
hands of the local authorites."
Curley has expressed a desire to
give all possible aid in preserving order here both before, during and after the fight For that reason he attempted to hire a corps of detectives.
He has been' made assistant chief
of police by Mayor Robert J. Tau-perwith power to make arrests
The city will increase Its police force
to such size as Is necessary to preserve order and the sheriffs office
'
also will assist in every possible way.
The fact that detectives could not
be obtained will not make the likeENCAMPMENT OF VETERANS,
Springfield, O., June 17. Although lihood of crime any greater and the
the formal opening of the annual en local officers; assert they are fully
rampment of the Grand Army of the competent to preserve the best of orRepublic, Department of Ohio, is not der.
scheduled until Wednesday morning,
the city already is filling up with
When your child nas whooping
veteranB and members of the affiliatcough be careful to keep the cough
of
ed organizations. The reception
loose and expectoration easy by giving
the visitors and several features of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
entertainment are scheduled for to- be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and make It
day and tomorrow. Thursday, will be easier to expectorate.
It has been usthe big day of the encampment. In ed successfully in many epidemic! and
will
an
industrial
Is
the forenoon,
parade
safe and sure. For saH by all
take place and in the afternoon of dealers.
the same day the march of the veterans will be held. Governor Harmon,
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Charles Sable, 80 Cook St.. Roches-- :
former Senator Foraker and General
Robert P. Kennedy of Bellefontaine ter, N. Y., says he reommends Foley
opportunity
are scheduled to speak at the camp Kidney Pills at everv
they gave him prompt relief
fire meeting Wednesday night
from a bad case of kidney trouble
that had long bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming from Mr.
Sable, la direct and convincing eviKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
dence of the great curative qualities
Re17.
Cattle
Kansas City, June
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
ceipts 7,500; Including 3,500 south- and Red Cross Drug Co.
erns; market steady to 10 cents lower. Native eteeirs ?.509.25; southsouthern
ern steers $5.508.25;
cows and heifers $3.505.50i native
cows and heifers ?3.008.40; Btock-er- s
and feeders $4.00,75; bulls fl.OO
6.75; bulls $4.006.50; calves $4.50
8.25; western steers
$5.508.75;
western cows $3.506.50.
Hogs Receipts 7,000; market 5 to
1 cents lower.
Bulk of sales $7.15
7.35; heavy $7.357.40; packers and
butchers $7.20 7.40; lights $7.00
7.25; pigs $5.756.75.
market
Sheep Receipts
5,000;
lambs
steady. Muttons $3.755.00;
$6.008.85; range wethers and year
lings $3.756.50; range ewes $3.
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Get our quotations before buying

LAO VEGAS LUMBER CO.
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Every visitor in Las sVeas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Makerof Uncommon Jewlery.
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Our Annual Clearance Sale Started with a
crowd of satisfied costumers last Saturday. Don't
fail to follow the crowds and get your share of the

4.25.

STEEL TRUST PROBE
New York, June 17. The government attorneys' proseculng the dissolution suit against the United States
Steel corporation, turned their attention today to the circumstances Immediately (preceding the
steel trust's acquisition of the Tennessee Coal and Iron company.
John F. Tierney, former cashier of
Moore and Schley, from whom the
corporation purchased the stock which
gave control of the T. C. B. I. com,
pany, testified that on November 1,
1307, Moore and Schley held or controlled 24,777 shares of Tennessee
Coal and Iron stock, 71,700 shares
were out on bank loans, 10,000 were
held for safe keeping and 13,000 were
exchanged with the First National
bank for other collateral.
On
Mr. Tierney
said, the Moore and Schley were not
actual owners of a single share of the
stock but held It as collateral for
loans made to clients.

bargains offered.
BIG JUNE SALE

Phl

d

of Snow White Undermus-

-

lin., Night Gowns, Petti- coats, Drawers, Combina- PrmcCSS

'tons,

Shps

ftt-

-

'

-

1- -4

Closes

Baltimore,

will second

the

nomina-

SHIRT

WAIST IN THE

$3$$a

ROUSE

and Dresses
$17,98
$15, $17.50 and $20 Suits
and Dresses... . .$12,70

Yo"unrSrioeBttba

',
!

i

'

;

;,

Dnn? thl8ale.at
,.
1- -4

OFF

KIAiiflATTAtl SHIRTS

'The

July

WOMAN'S

$22.50, $25 and $30 Suits

FOR MEN, ENTIRE STOCK AT

20 Per Cent

(fono Reserved)

conferences with democratic leaders

at

.

Apparel

ALL ON SALE

Sale

tion at the, Baltimore convention of
Governor Woodrodw Wilson of New
Jersey, which will be made by John
Westcott, of Camden, New Jersey.

OFF

ANY

OXFORDS-SHOES-PUM- PS

GORE FAVORS WILSON
Washington, June 17. Senator Gore
of Oklahoma, who' returned today from

i

or-
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store

Off

of Quality"
60c

4

Turkish

Bath Towels

E.LasVegas.

V

J
1

n.m:

40o
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PERSONALS
For sign painting sea Hermann,
Fountain sguare.
W. S. Dougherty of Mora was a
visitor In Lai Vegaa over Sunday.
Elmer E. Vecder came in this after
noon from a short trip to Santa Fe.
Paul Schoeney left last night for St.
Louis and points In the middle west.
Local view post carda at Schaefers.
35 subjects. Always something new.
S. Losey returned Saturday
Dr.
night from a short business trip to
Santa Fe.
W. K. Ran croft of Trinlndad came
In Saturday night from Colorado on
business.
W. W, Phillipa and A. A. Douglas
of Denning were In Las Vegas today
'
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holdinghauser
of Belen were visitors In Las Vegas
yesterday and today.
Len wash, an electrical contractor
of Albuquerque, came In last nlgfht
from the Duke Clty on business.
Miss Helen Papen left last even
ing on train No. 7 for California
points where Bhe will spend the sum

OPTIC, MONDAY, JUNE 17, 1912.

MROONS DEFEAT WILL THE
THE

"BIG SMOKE" HAKE THE BRONCHO THROW HIM?

DUKES

429 Grand.

Tha man who does the
weighing, tha measuring
tha man who knows how
nd why the man on.
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility la never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
.' store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main a

--

mer.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, assistant
Santa Fe solicitor in New Mexico ,loft
t'lii afternon on a short busmen trip
to Santa Fe.
Romero, treasurer and col
lector or San Miguel county, came in
this afternoon from Estancla where he
has been on business.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones left Sat
urday night on the Chicago Limited
on a, short trip to Chicago and other
points in the middle west.
Emlle Clement, who for the past

NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTION
inquire of us before buying elsewhere as
Always

our prices remain the

low-

est for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

aBBBBBBBBBBaiaaBBBaaaBBBaaaaaBBBaBBaaaaBBBaaBBaaMBBB

&

Graubartb
'

(The Popular Priced Store)

side. '
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Vorenberg of
Tueumcarl, arrived yesterday after
noon and 'Will be In Las Vegas a short
time visitng at the home of Mr. and
Mrs; Dan Stern.
Mrs. Wallace Raynolds, accompa
nied by her children, arrived this af
ternoon from her home In Omaha,
Nebraska, for a. visit in Las Vegas with

Phone Main 104.

FRYE'S HOTEL

w

Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles

north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rates

Per 'Day

$3.00

LOCAL BASEBALL CLUB 8CORES
OVER ALTWO VICTORIE
BUQUERQUE GRAYS.
Grays
Defeating the Albuquerque
Saturday at Traction park in the
wore of 7 to 2 and
Duke City by
winning yesterday's game 6 to 1, the
'

their

Las Vegas Maroons scored

thlr- -

teenth and fourteenth consecutive vic
tories, maintaining a percentage of
1.000 for the season to date. Tommy
Lochard, the star Trinidad twlrler.
was on the mound for Padilla's crew
tn Saturday's game and the Maroons
hit him for eight good ones, which
bunched, netted seven runs. Soren-sedid the twirling for the Maroons
In the first game and though the
Grays got eight hits off his delivery,
they were kept well scattered and did
little damage. Sorensen got a two bas
hit with two men on' bases, this being
one of the features of the game.
Barney McGrabh worked out in the
box for the Duke City team in yesterday's game, Kirkland opposing! him.
The Maroons bumped MoGrath for six
hits, each of which netted run a run
while the Grays were only able to
get to get four scattered blngles off
the Maroons' star twlrler. Jack Ly
ons is credited with three hits out of
four times up In Saturday's game, two
of these being for extra hases.
The Maroons are chalked up for
three errors in the first game, and the
Grays have four marked up aganist
them. In the second game the Ma ADLON AUTO RUNS
roons made two bobbles and the Al
buquerque hoys four. The attendance
at the first game, was fair and a large OVER II. E. SPEARE
crowd turned out to see yesterday's
exhibition.
The Maroons returned
home this morning
SANTA FE FENCE FOREMAN SERThe box score Sunday's game:
IOUSLY INJURED WHILE
Sunday's Game
CROSSING STREET
n

year has been In Denver attending
Secred Heart college, will return 'to
Las Vegas the middle of this week.
Dr.' F. R. Lord left yesterday for
Santa Fe to attend the session of the
state of hoard of dental examiners.
He will be In Santa Fe several days.
Mrs. Harry Sihupp of Albuquerque Is
In Las Vegas for an extended visit
with friends and relatives. She Is a
Maroons
the Shupp home on the West
guest at
'
If

Goods, Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

TWICE

AB. R. H. PCvA.E.

Clark,
Ellis, rf.
Lyons, cf

4

1

1
0
0

.....3 .0

Lockhart, ss
Owens, 3b
Buckles, c.

4

0

3

110

2

0

100
1
0

3

1

0

2

0

.........4

1

1

Mclntyre, lb
Sorensen, 2b
Kirkland, p.

4

1

1 12
1 7

...4

1

1

'2

3

3

1

1

0

2

(

0

30 6 6 27 9
Totals
Lockhart out, hit by batted ball.

friends and relatives.
J. P. Sheehan, of the firm of J. P.
Sheehan & Company, dealers In buildAB. R. H. PO. A. F..
ers supplies of Albuquerque, came In Albuquerque
4
0 0 3 6 2
Bilbo, 2b.
Saturday night from the Duke C'ty Salazar, 3b
4
0
0 0 2 0
on a short business trip.
3 1 0 1 0 0
Kunz, cf
Assistant District Attorney Charles
4 0
Berardinelll, c
14 2 0
Hedgcock has reurned from a short
1 2.2
2
4
0
ss
Padilla,
trip to Santa Rosa. He says the cror3 Gladding, lb
4 0 1 10 3 1
in that locality are looking good and
2 0 0 '2 0 0
Murphy, rf
that plentiful rains have fallen during
1 0 0 0 0 0
Mardorf, rf.
the past several weeks.
..3 0 0 1 1 0
DeBlassi, If
of
firm
Maurice Danziger, of the
3 0
2 0
McGrath, p. .;
Danziger Brothers, merchants of the
in
out
West side who were burned
32 1 4 26 18
Totals
the fire of a week ago Saturday, left k Score
Innings:
by
Chi
Saturday night for St. Louis and
123456789
cago on a stock purchasing trip.
0 1010030
Las Vegas
Albert Gerard, Santa Fe baggage
...0
Albuquerque
0000010
ruin at Lamy, was a visitor In Las Summary: .Sacrifice hits Owens,
Vgas yesterday and today. Mr. Ge- Ellis. Stolen Bases Sorensen, Kunz.
rard was formerly employed by the Two base hits BerardinelU, "McGrath.
Santa Fe here.
,
Struck out iby Kirkland 12, by McJ. H. Kelly, who recently purchased Grath 3. Bases on balls off McGrath
the Man panares place north, of the 4, off Kirkland 1. Double play Blbo
house-bol-d
city, arrived yetserday with,
to Gladding. First basie on errors'
and
implements
farming
goods
4. Umpire
2, Vegas
Albuquerque
from his former home In Abilene, Tex, Hale.
Mr. Kelly will move to his newly ac
quired farm in the near future.
4
MURDER CHARGE.
R. J. Garrettson returned to Las Ve WOMAN
Chicago, 111., June 17. Mrs. Rene
gas yesterday afternoon from a short
business trip to El Pafio. Mr. Gar- B. Morrow, member of several of Chirettson has charge of the Installation cago's most promnent women-- clubs,
of additional telephone and telegraph was arraigned in court today to stand
equipment In the local office of the tral for the alleged murder of her
Mr.
Mountain States Telephone and Tele- husband,
Charles B. Morrow.
Morrow who had attained considergraph company.
Mr. aud Mrs. D. B. Simon came able fame and wealth as an inventor,
in yesterday afternoon from their was found shot to death on the real
home in Denver and are visiting at the porch of his home in Michigan avehome of Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach nue, on the morning of December 2S
on the corner or wasnington avenue last. At first It was supposed to be
and Fifth street .They came to Las a case of suicide, but relatives of the
Vegas to attend the Bendlx-Kraus- e
dead man began an investigation that
wedding, which will occur on Wednes- resulted In Mrs. Morrow's arrest and
day evening. Mrs. Simon. Is a sister indictment on a charge of murder.
of Maurice Bendix.
The investigation Is said to have disclosed the fact that there had been
much domestic Infelicity in the Mor-hohome, and that on several occasions Mrs. Morrow had threatened to
kill her husband.
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Cafe De Luxe
..

-

16

.

01

REGULAR DINNER

25o

SUNDAY DINNER

35o

'

Finest A La Carte Bill in the State

I

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

BUFFET
"official dispenser of
old ripy whiskey
&c00rs golden deer on
All

Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
4

Phone Vegas 1.33 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

5i5 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

J

Grape-Nut- s

i
r

'

Comfort

and cream
for breakfast

and

Energy
for a busy day

"There's a Reason' ''

STUDY
Ottawa,

LABOR CONDITIONS.
17. Hon. T. W.

Ont, June

Suffering from broken bones and
internal Injuries received last night
when struck by the automobile owned
and driven by William Adlon, J. E.
Speare, a Santa Fe fence foreman,
with headquarters in Sands, Is con
fined in .the Las Vegas hospital. The
accident occurred about 10 o'clock
at (he crossing at the intersection of
sixth street and Center street, in
front of tha. Boston Clothing house.
According to ' the story of the in
Jured man, he was crossing the
street and did not! hear or see the
approaching automobile which he
says was not traveling fast, until too
late to jump. The car struck him,
knocking him down, and, after roll
ing him several feet, ran over him,
crushing throe ribs, breaking both col
lar bones and cutting his head. The
broken bones punctured one of ihe
man's lungs,' and It is thought that
he Is suffering, from other Internal Injuries. Adlon, according to bystand
ers, did not succeed in stopping his
car until he had passed tne alley a
half a block east of the scene of the
accident
Adlon says that he wa3 not run
ning fast Speare, he says, "started
to cross the street and, seemingly be
coming confused by the glare of the
lights on the car, stopped In front of
the machine. Adlon asserts he was
unable to stop the auto or change his
course in time to avoid hitting the
man

There were few people on the
street at the time of the accident, hut
a crowd soon collected. The injured
man was conscious for several min
utes after the accident and told the
bystanders his name and occupation.
Dan Rhodes' hack was called and a
hurried run was made to the hospital
where a thorough examination was
made and the man's injuries were
treated.
,
Owing to the nature of the injur
ies It is difficult for the doctors to
State how critical Speare's condition
really is. If pneumonia should set In
the man's life will bt in danger, but
If this can be warded off, there is
hope for his surviving.
Speare was unconscious upon his
arrival at the hospital last night, but
this morning consciousness returned
and he was able to recall the details
of the accident He had a hlgfo fever
during the forenoon.
MEETING OF STEAMSHIP MEN.
Buffalo, N. Y June 17. An Import
ant conference between members of
the Interstate commerce commission
and representatives of all the leading
water transportation
lines of the
United States was begun in this city
today. A uniform system of accounts
and a plan of
between
the steamship' companies and the In-

Crothers, jnlnIster,of labor, left today
for an etenslve trip through western
Canada, for the purpose of Investigation of labor conditions; in that section. Winnipeg, Saskatoon, EdmonRossland
ton, Calgary,
Vancouver,
and other Important Industrial cen- terstate commission are the ch'ef
ters will be visited.
jects of discussion.
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CLEVER SPORT WRITER

t

The Strongest Car
In The World

HERE TO HIVER FIGHT
OF KANCLAUDE JOHNSTONE
SAS CITY STAR ARRIVED
. 1HI8 MORNING.

(

'

'

One of the cleverest sporting wri'.ers
business, In the person of

in the

Claude Johnstone, sporting editor of
the Kansas City Star, arrived this
morning and will remain in Las Vegas until July 6, for the purpose of
keeping his paper fully Informed of
the doings in the training camps of
Flynn and Johnson and the battle on

for the world's heavyweight
Johnstone has
boxlngi championship.
been with his paper for 25 years and
Isa noted political am. we1! as sport
This year's national coning writer
ventions will be the first he has miss
Johnstone
ed In several years.
fight
thought the
looked like a bigger attraction than
bout in Chicago
the
and so packed his grip and came to
Las Vegas to see the real show.
Johnson says that at least 150 fans
will come from his home town to see
the big show. Among these will be
Jack Dugan, a natorious' sport ylurger who has $10,000 tj bget oa Flynn.
That Jack Jeffries likely will he
an Interested spectator at the ring
side when Flynn and, Johnson clash
is the statement of Joseph S
Franckes of Trinidad, who passed
through Las Vegas today on his way
Pacific coast
the
home from
Franckes saw Jeffries while in Cali
fornia and the big fellow announced,
if ihe did not officiate in the Wolgast-River- s
bout, that he would be here.
because of his warm friendship for
Curley and his belief in the ability of
Flynn to put up a great fight against
Johnson.
Tom Andrews, of the Milwaukee
Leader, a sporting writer of considerable note and compiler of a yearly
book of ring records, has written the
promoters that he will be here the
latter part of this month. Andrews
expects to leave Milwaukee on June
25. W. F. Carr of Fort Worth, Tex ,
also has written that he will be here
with a special .tralnload of fight fans.
Jack Tlerney, old timer and one of
the best fellows In the world, arrived
this morning from his home in Ten-Haute. Jack feels confident that
Flynn will carry away the title and
reports that at least 200 fans will
come by special train from his town
and Indianapolis.
Jack is by far the best known
sportsman in Indiana and has hosts
of friends there. He was considered
good enough to face Kid McCoy and
met the famous Hoosler champion at
Indianapolis at Tomlinson hall. Biliy
Madden and Gus Ruhlln,(Bow dead)
seconded Tlerney.
Otto Floto writes that he will leave
Denver tomorrow night and will coii-down In a motor and while her the
car will be at the disposal of the club
July

construction
With the adoption of an all
and corresponding Increased solidity (throughout its entire make-up- ,
the new Everltt has been called by experts "The strongest car In
"Hie world."
...
v. ....
Chrome-nickel- ,
as you probably know, is the one material used"
by the United States and other governments for battleship armor
cannon.
and
It is Ithe use of this material found
In no other car costing less (than $4,000 which has given the Everitt
Its great reputation for the Everltt is built throughout of this
wonderful chrome-nicke- l
steel.
But Ithis is not all. The car's frame Is of nearly double the usual strength; tlyj wheels and tires are noticeably solid and massive; the axles are of special size; the gears are almost unbreakable and the whole car is a powerful pjece of machinery, built
to last
The new Everltt
Six at $1,850 is (the sensation of
the year. We Invite you to see It
chrome-nickel-ste-

4

Flynn-Johnso-

.

d

n

lt

Sub-Agen-

Old papers ror sale.

Optic omce.

Wanted

ts

STATE AGENTS

Las Vegas,

N'. M

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, June 17. Today's early

A

SME

REGULARLY WAITED FOR
BY HUNDREDS OF
LAS

nn

Ju

VEGAS

NIGHT
Un

GREAT-E-

R

WOMAN,

GOWNS of

mus-- U

wlth

trimmings of
quality. This
price Is absolutely for this
week only, ending June 22.
lace.

ne

The

60b

CORSET COVER of
Un, trimmed with

mus-LU- u

em-

broidery and lace. This Is considered an extra bargain and
will sell quick at such a low
'' '"price.
i

25c

MUSLIN

D

RAWERS,

plain hemstitched, hut a
good grade of muslin and Is a
regular 40 cent Item.
Don't miss seeing our' hand
bills and get posted about our
'
household utensil sale.

5--

sub-

Automobile & Garage Co.,

H-- F.

10

& 25c STORE

stock market gave a foretaste of what
may be expected until pending political complications

nearer the

come

point of adjustment Business in the
first two hours was too perfunctory
for any real meaning. A score of fairly prominent Issues remained un- quoted at noon. Heaviness In Canadian Pacific and a two point advance
in Wabash fours were the only not
able market movements. Bonds were
steady. The market closed firm.
On a slight Increase of activity,
prices hardened to the best of the day
In the final hour,
with especial
strength In Readlna and Can.
'
Amalgamated
Copper
American Beet Sugar '.
Atchison .

.........
.

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific

United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

. . . .

.

.

.

84

.140

106
'.;... 133
'.

117
119 Jj
165
105

.168
89
110

ROOSEVELT'S COUSIN WEDS.
Boston, Mass., June 17. Historic
King's chapel was thronged with
prominent society folk today at the
wedding of Miss Margaret Richardson, daughter of Professor Maurice

Richardson of Harvard, and Grade
Hall Roosevelt of New York, a cousin
of Col. Theodore Roosevelt. Miss
Ethel Roosevelt, daughter of Colonel
and Mrs. Roosevelt, was among the
bride's attendants.

"
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SLIGHTLY?VIND.!CTIVE

BUSINESS

PENITENTIARY

17, .J12.

BIDS.

For 'supplies for the New Mexico
penitentiary, for six months ending

. .

D ressing

..DIRECTORY

KtY

OPTIC!

I T II E

November 30, 1912

f

Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
name of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered at the office of the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock
a. m. on June 20, 1912. All bids to
be made in accordance with conditions of blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent
on application. No bids otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will
be required from all successful bid'
ders, for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts, within 10 days of award
and a certified check of 10 per cent
of the amount of the bid will be re
quired to be furnished with the bid.
Groceries and Meats.
2,000 pounds apples, dried.

ror

the Party

THOMAS J. MORTIMER

25SSrSi2

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

AND

LOBBY RESTAURANT

THE

HOR1 ORDERS AND RE4UILAR DINNER!

THE BEST, GOODS OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

CAN
HANDL

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
s

I

CHAPMAN

A

LO04E
A.

m

t.i

A. F. 4
RcuJar com-

NO

C,

OOHADO

OF

KNIGHTS

It
NO.
LODGE
Meet
PYTHIAS
Monday eveHen.
Caatle
Dine in
Vmlnng Kuiglitfawe
Invited.
cordially
Llebsea- R.
.ax
aler.

rrj

munication first and
"Oh. say, mother, I don't want 'em
who
the
'third
manicured."
Thursday in eaes
boy
protested
:ai2ZDOUBLASlAVENU
was going to a party. "Shiny nails
month. Visiting brothare awful sissy. Why, Bills never
ers cordially invited
had his nails polished, and he said to
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER. N. O. Herman. W. M.; . K. Murray.
me just yesterday that he'd never
cbaneenoi
ct-xrnATISEMENTS
Secretary.
heard of anybody having to take a
Ctinunande. Harry
V"? J"8
bath every day except me. I've asked
Keeper A
:'.:,1S.ZR. FUST, Prop
every boy In this block and there
"
Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
K
rdJ and Seat
;T
ain't a single fellow who has to take
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
Cor. Grand and'Douglas Ave.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
a bath more'n once a week. Now I've
'
No ad to occupy less apace than two
M.
N.
conclave aecos
East Las Vegas.
oond iM
got to take an extra one this after
Met
Ma- - B. P. O ELKS
line. All advertia ments charged
day In each month a
noon on account of Maybelle's party!
of ea4
Tnw-iaevenlnn
fourth
u.
v,.
be
will
m.
booked at space actually set sonlo Temple at 7:30 p.
Gee! I dont want to go to her old
VfsitiM
K C hll.
O.
at
month
without regard to number of words. Boucher, & C; Chas. Tainme. Re
baby doll party.
Ge
looted.
are
cordially
brothers
500
to
In
I
have
breakfast
Cash
bacon,
pounds
advance preferred.
got
got
"Say, mother,
corder.
O
am
Exalted
I
H.
him
Kulr;
GARAGE
Hunker,
60 pounds baking powder (K. C.
'So Jack's wife has left
LAS VEGAS
Well, I think it's mean having parties
on Saturday. I wish I was lame, bo sorry to hear it"
Condon, Secretary
pound cans.)
ROYAL
BIEHL,
No.
H
Proptttor
t,
"I thought you didn't like Jackr
I couldn't dance, and then no girl
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
8,000 pounds beans, Mexican.
convoca
"I don't that's why I am so sorry
would want me to her party. I dont
ARCH MAON8--lr
ATTOKNKVt
4IS Grand Ave
2,500
pounds beans, navy.
see why the girls are always having to hear she has left him."
tion first Monday m each
30,000
fresh.
beef,
447
pounds
Main
Phone
parties.
month at Masonlo TemHUNKER A HUNKER
10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
"You say you're going to give me
HAD NOTICED
ple, at T:I0 p. m. M. E. Geo. H. Hunker
Station
Cuewtpr A Hudi
35 cases corn, canned, equal "Sun
one to return all this hospertality!
Battery Charging
H, P.; F. O.
William,
at Law.
I
don't
don't
Attorneys
say,
mother,
Oh,
please
burst."
Automobiles for Hire
'.-e- l
Blood, Secretary.
New Mei
see what I've done that you're going
Laa Vegaa.
1,000 pounds corn meal, 25 pound
to give me a party. If you only won't
sacks.
do It 111 be more careful about my
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN t,
3,500 ' pounds
coffee,
PHYSICIANS
roasted,
S Jteeta first and third Fridays In
English and I'll clean my nails and
whole.
scrub my teeth every morning withMaaomie Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
DR. H. W. HOUF
300 pounds crackers, 1 pound pack
out your reminding me. I will, hon
Worthy Matron; Jamee O. Rutledge
was
Bill
If
knew
I
going
est Why,
Residence 1016 Fifth St
ages.
A.
Worthy Patron; lira. George Tripp,
to have a party he'd guy me terrible.
Grand Avenue
Office 506
- W.it
65,000 pounds flour, actual weight
Secretary. Phone Mala 129, 120
WANTED To hire two saddle ponies
293. Office Main 48
Main
Res.
Phones
1,250
50
'ard
pounds
compound,
Grand avenue.
"There's no use training me up for
for July and August,
for
gentle
Carriage" r.T-- r atactyer,
12
10
to
m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Office
cans.
hours
pound
society, 'cause I'm going to be a gold
ladies' use. W. Goodrich Jones, Tem
General Blacksmithihg,
1,500 pounds hominy.
miner. Bill knows about a mine out
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
ple, Texas.
9 cases matches (Domino 720 to
In Nome or Nevada that's awful rich.
LOCAL TIME CARD
lOt Meets every Monday night at
Carriage Painting
as
foot
v
There's old nuggets as big
case).
O. R. C. Hall, on Souglaa avenue, at
DEALER IN
falls and he and me I mean I and
750 pounds Macaroni, bulk.
8
o'clock.
Vial
tins:
are
member
EAST BOUND
him are going out there as soon aa
600 pounds oleomargarine.
Heavy Hardware andjQ
cordially welcome, a. B. Gearing, Arrive
we're 16. There was one fellow who
Besen
150
pounds pepper, black, whole.
went out when he was only 15 going
Material
president; J. T. Bukler. secretary; No. J.... 9:10 p. m.
Wag-o1:15
p. si
FOR SALE Ten large work mares.
2,000 pounds pork sausage.'
C. H. Bally, treasirer.
on 16, and now he's a millionaire.
11:10 . m
4. ...11:05 p m
No.
620
to
avenue.
to
Grand
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
go
Apply
Well, anyway, if I do have
1:25 a.
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
colleee first before I'm a miner, 111
1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
No. 10.... 1:45 p.m...... 2:10 b. si.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
athlete. No society for me, moth.
FOR
SALE
Two
teams
250 pounds red chill, ground.
hacks, (two,
Meet in the forest of brother
er, so I dont see why I can't cut oui
and two sets of harness. All are
1,500 pounds rice.
school.
and
love at Woodmen of the Wor
WEST BOUNO
dancing
parties
in
first class condition and will be
5 cases Sapolio.
CLAY AND HAVENS
"That brown stuff on my hands? Oh,
No. 1
1:20 p. m
She Youth and beauty cannot hut
.1:46 p.
hall, on the second and fourth
Dan
at
sold
Rhodes.
a
14
m
boxes
Lenox.
bargain.
Bill
and
soap,
that's the mahogany stain
He Some women think they eai
R: 15 y u
No. 3
a. ni
of each month at 8 p. m C. t'i
6:10
20 boxes soap, Ivory, small size.
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. are going to put on my model aeroa keep the world from finding It out
7
Consul
; G. Laemmlc Clerk,
4:50 p.
No.
vu
m
4:40
p.
3,000 pounds salt, table, 25 pound FOR SALE Several good dairy cows,
plane. I was Just trying It. Ain't it
w
. .7:00 b r
..
are
No. 9
6:35
Ul..
ing
p.
especially
neighbors
swell color? Of course, It won t come
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
also registered black Percheron
sacks.
THE MEAN THING
come and cordially invited.
off easy or it wouldn't be any good,
stallion, 10 years old. Inquire of
5,000 pounds sugar, granulated.
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71 Bill was coming over this afternoon
Frances Goodrich, East Las Vegas.
450 gallons syrup
A CARD
(2.allon Jack
to work on the aeroplane. Hell ba
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
This is to certify that Foley's Honey
ets.)
awful sore when he finds out that you
I. O. of B B. Meet
every fire) and Tar Compound does not contain
FOR SALE Buff .Plymouth Rock
40 pounds t,ea, green.
made me go to a party. Bill hasnt
In
month
the
of
the vestry opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
Tuesday
he
when
100.
died
hacv
She
mother.
Orders
chicks,
(12
per
got any
1,000 pounds tobacco, Duke's Mix
that could possibly
JOHN N. KINNEY
rooms
of
Montefiore
at i any ingredients
was a kid a few days old. Of course,
Temple
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
ture.
users.
On the contrary. Its
harm
its
but
to
loss
o'clock
Bill,
It was an awful sad
p. m. Vlaltlnj brothers arc
Kan.
and
60 cases tomatoes, Coltton brand
Humboldt,
ens,
great
soothing qualities
healing
he is real brave about it. He says hl
Invited
Isaac Appel make it a real remedy for coughs,
conKUly
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
or equal.
father wouldn't know if he didn't take
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec colds and irritations of the throat
5 cases washing powder, Star Nap- - FOR SALE Saw mm In good repair,
bath for a month. His father be
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
rotary.
fexUi SJid Douglas.Phone Main 40. lieves In letting Bill grow up indepen
three log wagons, edger and wood
tha.
yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honown
on
his
cutter.
new:
Set
character,
site with plen
dent and develop
ey and Tar Compound and accept no
2,000 pounds weinewurst.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Bed
that's what he says. Oh, yes. Bill
ty of timber for one year's run. F
4 cases concentrated lye.
.NO. 804. Meets second and
I
Cross
didn't
often.
say
real
bath
a
Drug Co.
takes
Wesner.
J.
185 pounds
PETER P. MACKEL
yeast, EJlelschmann's
"
In O. R C. hall. Ptonv
he didn't
(in equal weekly shipments.)
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
"Oh. say, mother, do I have to weai
building. Visiting members are
FOR SALE A twelve room modern
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging ifcfiin sUk stockings and pomps? I
Hay and Grain.
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
dially invled. Peter Emenaker, G.
a
fine
at
house,
around
location,
bargain.
be
75,000
oats.
Bill
won't
hone
anywhere
pounds
aniflGlazing.
how she did so: "I was bothered
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Apply 803 Jackson avenue.
when I start to the party., I don't
4,000 pounds bran.
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
me.
did give 'em to
double.
I tried a sample of Foley
50,000 pounds corn.
Old Town care if Aunt Julia
OI.
West Bide Plaza
'
NO
O.
LAS
VEGAS
LODGE
F.,
I'd rather she'd given me some
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
FORSALE My residence, including
Coal.
1. Meets every Monday evening
leggings or a pair of ice skates. I v
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
three lots. Any offer within $500
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
cot to go to see Aunt Julia next Sat
Sixth street All visit that they saved me a big doctor's
on
their
ha'l
CO
of actual cost of building considerTHE ROMERO ADV.
Clothing.
urday! Say, mother, it's awful mean
ing brethren cordially Invited to at bill." O. G. Schaefer and Rod ross
ed. Or will lease furnished for one
4 gross pants buckle"
the way my Saturdays go. Bill and
Mrs. Hoyle My husband has some
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
tend. J . D. Fridensiine, N. G.: Drug Co.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,'
me I mean I and Bill ain't that thing laid aside for a rainy day.
30 gross shirt buttons.
year after July 1. See owno-- ,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood a farmer living near Covena, Ga,
SIGNS FOR YOUR
Mrs. Doyle I'll bet it is my hu
1004 Third street.
right? Well, then, us we was going
40 gross suspender buttons.
Treasurer
Secretary; Karl Werts,
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
to finish the aeroplane and make an- band's umbrella.
250 yards light dr'U.
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Pills and find them to be all you
ather model, all by ourselves, and now
250 yards heavy drill.
claim for them. They gave me almost
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
If I've got to go to Aunt Julia's I don't
OF COURSE NOT
irstant relief when my kidney were
1,500 yards (ticking, a. C. A.
know when I'll have time for any
Window Display Cards
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuett sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
2,000 yarfs Canton flannel 30 in.
thing.
WALL paper renovated, furniture or
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
day evenings each month, at Wood recommend them to all sufferers -from
wide.
No, I haven't written to grandpa
Yellow Front
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot kidney tr?ubles." O. G. Schaefs- and
wood work made into old mismem
your
CPE
not.
course
all
With
Of
yet
200 yards toweling, crash.
fled Cross Drug Co.
OLL JLllULll Fountain Squire
oon
411
una
avenue.
J
sion.
Aunt
on
Railroad
dially invited to attend. A. U
l
Inquire
parties and calls
2,000 yards blue denim.
1
letters.
C.
write
Ward. Se
Wm. Mitchell, telephone Main 436.
have a minute to
Adler, President; E.
200 yards
sheeting, 54 inches
Old papers for sale, optic office.
guess if grandpa knew how my time
retary.
wide.
was spoilt he woulfln't expect me io
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
write to thank him for that Jackknife
Leather, Shoe, Findings, Etc
LAWN1MOWERS SHARPENED
Bill says It's a pretty good knife and
2,000 pounds oak tan sole leather. by local applications, as they cannot
RETAIL
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and he's going to get a man he knows to
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
500 pounds light kip leather.
There is only one way to cure deaf
General Repairing
Bharpen it for me. The man used to
The board of penitentiary commis ness, and that is by constitutional
MOC Iba. or More, Each Delivery
Me per 10 lbs.
father's hired man when they
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas be hisa horse, before Bill was born, and
Street
sioners reserves the right to reject remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Iba. to 2,00 MMh, Each Delivery
23c per 1M lbs.
Vm
kept
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
any and all bids, or parts thereof.
SM lbs. to 1r0M lbs Eaot Delivery M.
SOe per 1N fee.
he's such an old friend of the family
In submitting bids for above sup ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
209 Iba. Eaeh Delivery
that he'll do it for nothing. So even
to
lbs.
5t
40e per 1N Iba.
inflamed
this tube is
you have a rum
If you don't think Bill is a good complies, bidders should write plainly on bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
Less Than 6 lbs. Each Delivery
Me per 1N lbs.
a
see
what
can
Best
When Buying, Buy Only the
panion for me, you
envelope the following: "Bids for the when it is entirely closed, deafness is
Costs no more but gives the beet
valuable friend he is.
New Mexico Penitentiary'? with the the result, and unless the inflamma
A
Results
name of the bidder, to avoid opening tion can be taken out and this tube
H. It. Blomquist Esdaile, Wis., says
"Oh, say, mother, I hate that sissy
restored to its normal condition, hearof bids by mistake before date set
his wife considers Foley's Honey an! tie! Can't I wear my old dark blue
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cure
I
lust
best
the
gum.
I
cough
Tar Compound
one? No, ain't chewing
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Samples may be sent separately, cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
en the market "She lias tried va happened to have a little in my mouth,
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
plainly marked and numbered, to the which Is nothing but an Inflamed conbest
the
11
chew
never
I
rious kinds but Foley's gives
dition of the mucous surfaces.
The Preacher I hope you never
but I wasn't chewing It
superintendent.
and
Sctinefer
G.
O.
result of all."
We will give One Hundred Dollars
It since you told me not to the last about your business.
All supplies must be turnlshed In for
Eed Cross Drug Co.
any case of deafness (caused by
The Merchant Never but I havi
time. But I've got a little on hand
such quantities and at such times as catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's CEiacm
that I thought I ought to use up, so a very optlmlstio
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
the superintendent may direct
I just put It in my mouth once in a
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
while.
By order of the board of peniten
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
"Lemma comb my hair myself,
tiary commissioners.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
mother. I can part it straight. Say,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
pation.
did you hear that? That's Bills
Superintendent.
Lemma go to the window
whistle.
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 18, 1912.
and holler down that it's all off with
Wis., writes that she suffer
LaCross,
I've
for
got
the aeroplane work today,
of pains in her back and
kinds
ed
all
When
nas
your child
whooning
to go to a party.
on account of kidney trouble and
hips
be
to
careful
keen the cough
cough
"Say, mother, what do you thinm
of Folef
loose ana expectoration easy by eivins rheumatism. "I got somi thorn
Bill's all dolled up in a lot of new
tor
Pills and citer taklug
Kidney
unamDeriain'g Cough Remedy as may a few
was a wonderful
clothes and he's going to Maybelle's
there
days
Classified ads. search out the people to jvhom among al
be
required. This remedy will also
in my case, for the vain entireparty himself. Wouldn't that freeze
liquify the tough mucus and make it chanee
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular
I
am
News.
nd hips and
you?" Chicago Daily
thing is worth most.
easier to expectorate. It has been us ly left my backs such
medicine as
a
there
thankful
in many epidemics and
ed
That
successfully
to
want
sell
you
isJWORTH
property
O.
O Schaefer
MOST to someMost Effective Way.
is safe and sure. For sal 3 br all Foley Kidney Pills." Co.
who
one
reads
the
Cross
Red
ads.
in
Drug
and
this
T certainly am sincerely indebted
and
would never
dealers.
newspaper
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
to you for winning my case."
Prompt service is essential in the
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
"By no means. I represented youi
ice business. We pride ourselves on opponent"
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., RochesBOSTON AND BUNKER HILL.
ter, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
our prompt service and on the quat17
Boston
"Just so." Fllegende Bfaetter.and
June
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
Boston, Mass.,
Kidney Pills at everv opportunity be
custoin
the
ity of our ice. Our prices are reas
Indulged
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
today
vicinity
cause they gave him prompt relief
The Result
any
onable and our weights accurate.
of the anniversary
celebration
a
case
from
of
bad
mary
trouble
do
kidney
I
sent
sort, and musical instruments.
you
"Did the plumber
Don't buy Inferior ice when you can
The
him.
Hill.
bothered
that
had
Such
of
Bunker
of
the
battle
long
Mrs. Newwed "He who rocks the a
your work?"
As the classified ads. are read by all
recommendation, coming from Mr. parades and other features of the
get good pure ice for the Bame money.
"No; he 'did' me."
oradle rules the world;" don't forget Sable,
possible buyers, of a
is direct and convincing evi
Order your ice from
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
in
as
were
held,
celebration
usual,
possible
that
curative
the
of
dence
great
qualities
Success In Constancy.
Mr. Newwed Then you come in and of
best markets! THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer Charlestown, the scene of the famous
The secrecy of success is constancy rule the world a while; I'm tired.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
figbt.
Disraeli.
to purpose.
Phone Main 227
I
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Now Flower Arrangements

I Loyc You
By Lnclla Mabellej Sidney
(Copyright,
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by Aaaociatad
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Utaraxy

Ellerton Fuller lay stretched out
his easy chair. The cigar between
his lips had gone out. Across his
knees the evening paper lay unread,
while he stared gloomily into the Ore.
That morning h had received notice
from the firm that he was to take
charge of the branch house In .San
Francisco for a year, and that he
would have to start west the next
In

7

L

iL--

--

i
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are used In such
In so great a variety of
all sorU of shapes, that
they can hardly be unfashionably
Placed.
But certain new arrange-Bent- s
are popular and very effective
on the shapes for which
they are In-- tended. First of all, those stiff,
and compact branchings,
known by the matter-of-faname of
"stick-up,- "
hold flrst place as good
ellers. They are need as a finishing
touch with or without other flower
trimming. Often a crown Is entirely
covered with blossoms, clambering
over It In the most natural manner,
"following Its outline exactly, but such
crown is invariably finished with a
"stick-up,- "
such as those shown In the
picture here, or with, one made of ribbon or feathers.
Roses, as always, lead all other
flowers In demand.
The sweet pea
follows closely, the lilac and the violet
have a great vogue, and large daisies
promise much prominence for midsummer. But it is to be remembered that
all the flowers that grow (and some
that don't) are to be found among the
displays which make the millinery
shops places of gay and Inspiring
beauty.
Large picture hats for midsummer
show the water lily, with single,
e
blossoms, set at Intervals about
the base of the crown or orj the brim.
The
daisy in white, yellow and
sometimes In black, Is set flat to brims
and crowns, either single blossoms or
In groups of two or three. Big single
daisies having each petal outlined with
a 'hair line in black make a captivating trimming on wide brimmed hats
for midsummer, for they possess much

FLOWERS

life-lik-

d

COLORED FLOWERS
All Designs and Colors of

1y

r

distinction and are among the "exclusive" novelties. One who is clever with
water colors and brush should be able
to take the plain white or yellow
dalBy, outline the
petals with a
,

line of black,

and place
these ordinary daughters of the field
among the distinguished and exclusive
visitors.
They are very fine on lingerie hats and on all the big midsumthread-lik-

e

mer straws.
One thing must be borne in mind in
using flowers or any other trimming
this season. In all bats the shape's
the thing. Outlines must not be obliterated or lost sight of. Decorations
must not interfere with lines, but either call attention to them, accentuate
them, or modestly keep out of their
way. For this reason we see small,
flat bows, little wings, diminutive
s
posed as If trying to
find the most Inconspicuous position
fancy-feather-

for themselves.
On long, sweeping
aigrettes and feathers, as well as flowers, placed so as to continue and prolong the line of the curving brim edge.
Either this poise, or the straight and
which appears to be
rigid "stick-up,-"
trying to take up as small space as
possible, with leaves and blossoms
completely drawn together and only
broadening out at the top when the
outline of the crown has been passed,

are stylish.

Millinery is gay with flowers. On
those street hats without flowers
bright colors are provided, in facings
and brim coverings of silk, or in
bands and ornaments of lace over
bright foundations. Primrose and vivid greens, cerise and gold are the favored colors.

JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

OF SILK

These
linery Adornments Seem to
Have Found Favor.

Tor

Mil

Small Girl

On girdles and at the fastening of
fichus and bodice ' drapery the silk
flower is almost ubiquitous. Large
roses, wound around hard cotton-padde- d
centers, are made very successfully now. Others have their pet-

als cut out and bound with narrow

'

eatin ribbon.
The double petal Is sewed on the
wrong side, turned and stitched again
on the edge of the right and gathered
In at the base. Five or six of these
make a lovely flower, clustered around
a center of yellow stamens, bought at
the millinery counter.
There are flowers that are made oi
round petals and some of pointed and
cval petals. Pond lilies are enjoying
greal favor; camellias and gardenias
are next; 'the rose is always in high
popularity.
On hats, a single handmade flower ol
Cluslarge size will grace millinery.
ters of them will be used on lace and
Unen caps for babies, and the little
straw bonnets for tiny tots will be
Just as highly favored as ever.
What is prettier than a lingerie hat
with a colored flower of silk?
Not for the Bird Lovers.
of this
Many of the feather fashions
season will be bitterly opposed by the
A smart little dress of cream serge
bird lovers, and there are happily
courage of s shown here. It has an
many women who have the will
empire bod-ceach
with
tucks
trimmed
three
their convictions and who ModeIgnore
and
the decrees of 'Mme. la
ilde; buttons and braided loops trim
the
for
:he inner tuck; the yoke is braidod
frankly show their preference
now being
ind edged with a narrow silk frill;
graceful floral aigrettes
fills up the space at neck.
made.
lace
substiFlowers are suggested as a
The skirt is entirely plaited; a thick
tute for feathers that have beennot be silk cord hides the Joining of bodice
:o skirt.
by cruelty, but It may
gentle
out of place to point out to the
Materials required: Three yards
life
bird
dames who wish to protect
serge 46 inches wide, one dozen butto
their
f
s
that It is at least equally areduty
dozen yards braid,
ready tons,
see that in the modes they
cord.
yard
encour-aginto adopt they are notevil.simply
Silken roses
the sweatshop
New Bags and Purses.
as great
entail
may
and velvet pansles
Red
hand
or
the
bags and purses are exhardships as the aigrette
pected to be extremely popular this
spring and the shops show many vaboth in shape and material. A
rieties,
Hats.
Untrlmmed
very
on
popular
shape Is an unusually
of
seal
approval
Paris has set its
two long leather
flat
with
envelope
fashion
noved
the nntrlmmed hat. This
small size or o straps. The bag Is not large and Is
of
on
hats
Illustrated
Js
square. It is of long grain
the only attempt at almost
morocco
red. A flat
Smming being a narrow line of velvet envelope in the brightest
has a metal rim.
strap
bag
brim
between
covers the joint
more sober taste there are charmTnl crown. In hats of P ure "tyle For brown
suede or seal bags and en
no
ing
the
or
plush
out in velvet
A very flat dull seal bag
Jrimmine idea is very charming the velopes.
with what is called a gate frame, a
""Aerial, especially the plush, contrivance which keeps the bag much
Itself.
in
trimming
being sufficient
flatter, mounted In gilt. Is $5. Black
are ex
suede bags and envelopes
White Monogram.
fashionable for women who
very
tremely
are
handkerchiefs
The newest
says wear black at all. Long, flat bags of
and of some vivid color, mono-this sort are mounted in silver or ill
But the
New York Herald.
white. ver gilt
in
embroidered
is always
e

pro-cure- d
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three-fourth-

week. .
He had been dismayed, for It meant
separation from the girl to whom b
had been devoted for a long time.
In the evening, as soon as possible
after a hurried dinner, he bad called
upon her, and, finding her alone, bad
told her of hi love, and had aBked her
to marry him.
She had refused him. When pressed
for her reason she bad said that although she liked him, she did not care
for him enough to marry him.
"But you must like me a little, of
you would never have let me see so
much of you in the past year."
The anxious question in his voles
hurt her.
"It Is just because I like you so
much, and respect you so highly, that
I don't want to do you the injustice of
marrying you without loving you.
Every man has the right to be loved
with the mind, body and spirit of the
woman who marries him. You would
be defrauded of that right."
t
"1 am willing to run the risk."
"You may be now, but later on we
would both feel the lack of the complete love, and you would be restless
and unhappy."
"If I were here and could have this
time with you I might make you love
me."
"That is something beyond our
knowledge."
"Will you let me write to you while
I am away? That will help you to remember me. All of your other friends
will be here with you, and one of them
might win you."
She hesitated, then said. "No. I
don't care to correspond with any
man."
"Then I am to go away and leave
fou for a whole year without hearing
from you?"
"It would be far better to do that
than to raise false hopes."
"Make me just one promise before
I go. If you are free when I get back,
may I have another chance to try and
win youT"
"Why yes, you may if you still feel
the same then."
All the way home he was haunted
by the question, "How can I teach her
to love me when there are to be so
many thousand miles between us? A
year is an eternity, and Boma other
tellow will win her."
"There Is nothing to do," he thought
hopelessly. "A man cannot force him-el- f
on a woman who does not want
him, and even letters are denied to
me."
The whole world was wrong; the
woman he loved refused him; he must
leave his friends and go among strangers for a year. Even his cigar failed
to bring comfort to him.
With a sigh he picked up the paper.
"Well, I will keep busy, that will help
a little," he thought He glanced listlessly over the pages. A short paragraph .at the end of a column caught
his eyes. The words "I Love You" were

desk she took up the fast accumulating
pile of them. Curiosity to see in what
language It was written made her
open the top one. She concluded It
must be Chinese from the characters,
and burst out laughing at the absurdity of it all.
Amusement at a thing Is only another form of Interest for it; so aha
began each day to open the letters as
they came. It was fun to try to trace
out what language they were in. Bhe

TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
I have placed upon the market, 100 fifty foot, lots of this addition at Wc discount from
the regular selling: prices.
10$ down and 5 a month for eighteen months, without interest or taxes. There are
480 lots left ia the addition and after one hundred of them are bold the price of the remaining- 380 lots will positively be put back to the regular map prices.
Since I acquired this property three years ago I have solg over $35,000.00 worth on a
basis of the regular map prices and up to this sale the test discount ever given was not to exceed 25 and that discount only in two or three instances where the purchases were large-runas high as $5,000.00.
That the marked prices' are the original can be verified from
more than fifty plats with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in the hands of real
estate dealers and individuals who have purchased. .This addition lies between the State Uni- versity and the business section, of the city on elevated ground, overlooking the Rio Grande
'
valley for miles.

began haunting libraries and hunting
obscure tongues, many of which baffled her completely.
But she always knew what the
words meant, even If she did not know
the language, and the letters began to
Interest her.
She knew that Ellerton Fuller was
across the continent, and yet twlos
each day came a message of his lore
and loyalty to her.
A man who could be so faithful deserved to be loved, snd she began to
worry because she could not love him.
This led to her thinking of him mors
and more. At last not an hour of the
day passed without something suggesting him to her thoughts, and he!
life seemed full of him, of his letters,
and of his flowers.
One morning there was no letter.
Bhe looked again and again through
her mall with tr a same result Thinking that perhaps the maid had been
mistaken, she searched through all
the other letters on the table. Noth-

ning

There has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque 160 acres of land one mile east
of the Univeristy for permanent fair grounds.
.
This means' a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this car.
line is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks of it will be worth ifom' 50 to

H

'

100
more than the present map prices. Silver Avenue is 'the principal street through the
addition. This street is graded its entire lenghth and fine shade trees growing on both sides
of the street for ten blocks. Water is piped through a 5 inch main the full length of the street.
About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue remain unsold and now come under this discount
although most of those sold brought full map prices.

ing!

Perhaps It had been delayed and
would come by the next post; but she
was restless and broke an engagement
to stay at home all the morning and
Usten for the postman's whistle.
When the afternoon brought neither
letter nor violets, she was filled with
anxiety. She forced herself to go
through dinner, but told her mother
that she would not go to the opera, ai
he had a severe headache.
"Your cheeks are unusually red, ray
Jear," said her mother. "You must
have taken cold, for you are feverish.
You had better take a hot lemonade
ind go to sleep early."
"I could not Bleep. I will lie down
and read In the library."
About half past nine the bell rang,
and the maid brought up a card.
"I told him you were 111, ma'am, and
might not be able to see him," sh
said.
Dorothy glanced at the card. It wai
familiar' enough. "Mr. Ellerton Fuller."
The blood rushed over her face.
"Say that I will be down at once."
She held on to the banister for sup
port, and slowly stepped from stair tc
stair, for she trembled so that she
feared she would fall.
"Good evening," she said, putting
out a hand which shook in spite of hei
efforts for self control.
Ellerton Fuller took her hand In
both of his and looked her over eager
ly, studying each feature again and
again.
"I have been counting the very minutes until this hour for the last six
Have I won or lost In my
months.
struggle to make you love me? My
love for you has grown from day to
day, until it did not seem as if I could
wait to get across the continent Dorothy, tell me, do you, can you love
me as I do you?"
The girl did not answer nor look up,
but something in her downcast face
and trembling figure told him the
truth, and as with reverent hands he
lifted her face for hlB kiss, he said,
"Thank God for the many ways oi
saying T love you.' "

There are ia the Addition

STOP

VOLCANIC

ACTION

Scientist Believed He Would Be
to "Chain Up the 8treams
of

$100.00, each

each
each
each
each
each
each
'275.00, each
300.00, each
325.00, each
350.00, each
375.00, each
400.00, each
450.00, each
550.00, each

55
102
45

'

i

9 lots

125.00,
150.00,
175.00,
200.00,
225.00,
250.00,

--

at

lots at
5 lots at
16 lots at
4 lots at
7

J

'4 next.
said- ge the president
t.
tu
lcu
the
l

'

l

'm institution to th
puntry to be made the
j or imperfect theories.
As was pointed out
'
"aa of the senate miU-cent dl u ,s well known that
subject to the
This is no ordinary real estate offer. There probably is no other city in the Unite, and the general staff
months
with anywhere near the prospects of Albuquerque that close in lots can be purchased
'
Plan
en8lve
money, but one hundred of them must be sold in a hurry.

40 per

all

tj

egy

If you are interested write for a full sized city men showing the Terrace Addition y time, t,herefore-4t- .
plete, and also a blue print with the price marked upon every lot. TMn Tftpruatinne n utinronrlate In, my
480 unsold lots, you can pick any of them.

.
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Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

At. IXiiX iff'

M. CUNMNOHAft,
FRANK. SPRINGER.
.

TO

at
lots at
lots at
lots At
80 lots at
39 lots at
45 lots at
16 lots at
20 lots at
14 lots at

22 lots
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Z-
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i

a

President

tfey-- T

D. T.
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Able

VEDG-A.-

HOSKINS,

C.hl.r

S

Lava.

the title.
The article said that a writer had
In 1767 Sir William Hamilton decompiled a book telling how to say "I clared that . were he to live long
love you," In every language known enough he might solve the problem ol
to man. He read It a second time. An chaining up the lava streams in volinspiration came to him, and he cried, canoes. As it was, after studying th
"the very thing."
crater of an extinct volcano, he foreThe next morning when Dorothy told with exactitude when an eruption
to
she
breakfast
down
came
Roberts
might be expected. It has now been
Found a letter beside her plate. There established by experiment that the
was just one sheet of paper, and In the earth grows warmer as the zone ol
middle was written,
volcanic activity Is approached. Hence
"I love you."
it is that a German1 who has made a
"Faithfully yours,
great study of earthquake and vol"ELLERTON FULLER."
canic phenomena advocates the estabShe studied it with a puzzled frown. lishing of volcanic stations for ob"What an odd thing for him to do," servation purposes, these to be locatBhe thought
ed about the area chosen at certain
She put the letter Into her desk, and distances from each other and conIn the hurry of the day forgot it
nected with wires and a registering
A box of violets came late that aftFirst of all, the tempera
machine.
ernoon. The card on the top read:
ture of the soil and Its average fluct"Mr. Ellerton Fuller."
uations are to be - Viustively stud"Faithfulness."
iding a meam
ied, with a view t(.
Being a true woman, she was of dissipating the energy in the Intepleased with the gift, and the pleasure rior of the earth. The earth Is to be
did not fade until the next morning, sounded in the volcanic area' and a
when she found beside her plate a let- system of wires and electrlo batteries
ter in the same fine handwriting. All introduced at a level which must
It contained was:
necessarily be very deep. It Is pointed out that a wire system under the
"Je t'alme.
with one abova
earth connected
"Faithfully yours,
"ELLERTON FULLER."
would make possible the study of vol"Well of all the silly creatures," she canic action, as it is registered step
thought, "what absurd thing will he do by step on the recorder. When this
shall be accomplished, attention can
next?"
In the afternoon the violets came be directed to diverting the energy
with the one word, "faithfulness" on concentrated on a particular point be
fore the volcano has a chance to get
x '
his card.
Day after day it was the same. Each fairly started.
It is said that the Italian governmorning the letter was at her plate,
but the words "I love you" were In a ment has been approached in the mat
Each afternoon ter and has considered proposals with
different language:
reference to a study of Vesuvius.
the flowers came.
She was at flrst vexed, then amuBed, Harper's Weekly.
then really angry. Finally she wrote
Find Use for Waste Product.
him a formal note asking him to disIn Wilmington, Del., a use Is being
continue sending them.
The answer came back, "I am Borry found for the waste prgducts of paper
that you do not like the letters. I in- mills which have been accumulating
tend to win you if I can. I must have lor years and have been thought
One factory has dumped
some way to make you care for me. valueless.
Let me correspond with you regular- over 100.000 tons of residuum from its
ly and I will stop the other letters." rollers on the neighboring flats, covShe made no reply, and as the let- ering about eight acres. This Is now
ters continued to come she put them n be treated by a process for extract-titne carbon for the marlfft and the
away unopened.
One rainy day in clearing out hei rest will be converted into fertilizer.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las

Vegas Savirvgs Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

President

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PaJd on Deposis

EOS
TO PLEAD SELF DEFENSE.
Redwood City, Cal., June 17. The
case of John H. O'Keefe, politician
and former saloon man of Menlo
"Park, who is charged with the murder of Albert Freeman, came up for
trial today. Freeman was killed in a
street row sereral months ago. It
is understood that O'Keefe will make
a plea of self defense.

Si

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and VeIT getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

VD.

ie 17.

Noted
QUALITY-PURI- TY

For
CLEANLINESS

I

and

fcCifiO

home
fear.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

s

in

tKiHT

LAB
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JOT IECESSAOY TO

MT

FOR PAY DAY SPECIALS

LOCAL NEWS

She Did it With

i

Regular dance at Armory Tuesday
night.

"THE

STORE

THAT'S

ALWAYS

BUSY"

CASH

A wagon load of Native Cherries for Pies
,
Preerving, 3 lbs for
in
Cheaper larger quantities.
N. B.

25c

Inquire. at the

sUr cp:n

flour
market

LOaF

EALER I Jile tXe Best Flour nn This
U
Heavy Hard wa '
-D-

Mall1

Wag-o-

ack, Sc; 48 pound sack
Lily Flour
J LUy Flour
.vooa, 24 pound sack

CLAY AND

H"00'

......81.65
80c
. .81.60
75o
. .81.50

48

Livery, Feed and
Good Rigs &

Prfare Lrt! !!!!!!!!!!.
fure I rd

1202 National Ave
"

4
3

..:"i8o
V.'AV.V.'.V.V.".iM
i

81.40

uwa

,

pounds Pure Lard

20ponds

Compound

:

10

pounds Compound
5 pounds Compound
3 pounds Compound
15 pounds Sugar
100 pounds Sugar
100 bars D. C. Soap
S

tars

60c

..........

35c

...81.0J
$6.35
;

.'...83.00

D. C. Soap

,

100 bars Light House Soap..
8 bars Light House Soap
"We will give a discount of 6 per
I
the above 3 days.

n

ir
JU.

7o;

, 45,,
.$2.10
$1.15

,y. .

25o
$3.00
25o

cent on all other groceries

(wren fatili

Today being the second after Santa Fe pay day all stores will be open
Luzlta Jaramillo Sanchez, wife of
tonight for the convenience of the railJuan Sanchez, 'died yesterday at Casa
roaders.
Grande.
Mrs. Sanchez was 40 years
of
age.
Mrs.
Ollie
Shearer
who
underwent
t
a very critical operation at the BeckThe Friendship club Will meet at
er hospital last Friday, is reported to
the home of Mrs. MatUe Fries, 511
be convalescing rapidly.
National avenue, tomorrow afternoon
Annual midsummer ball of B. of at 2:30. All Rebekahs are Invited to
be present.
L. F. and E. at Armory
June 20.
Music by SImlson five piece orches'
Mrs. Barceiina Rivera, aged 77
Ira. Tickets 81 per
couple.
years, died yesterday at the Rivera
She is aur- The West side Catholic ladies will home in San
give their monthly social tonight at rived by six daughters. Juan Barela,
was in Lut, Vegas today
the armory. Admission 6O0 per cou a
to make arrangements for the funeral.
pie. Lunch and refreshments.

JUNE 15 TO 22

Charles A. Spless left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque on a short
business trip.
ADVERTISED

ALL MENS AND BOYS

SUITS REDUCED

LETTER LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending June 15, 1912:
J. K. Barter; James C. Bllnn; Will
C. Burton; Edwardo Baca;
Harry Oul
Ion; Frank J. Dermr; Miss B. B. Edwards; Edwin Gardner; Jose Dario
Gutierrez; Harry Hayden; Mrs. Mamie
Johnson; Lopez y Dario Eva Marti
nez; Miss Angelica Mondragon;

PER CECJT

Miss

Agustinla Medran; Mri Llio N Mia;
L. S. McDonald; Charles E. Simpson;
Carl Dutton; Miss Consuelo Salz; Miss
Eittefanita Salazar; J. H. Toulore; G.
F. Updekr; Mlsa Maude K. Wallace;

A marriage license was issued SatThe Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Meafternoon at the court house to R. H. Young.
urday
morial Episcopal church will be the
Letters held for postage and better
guest of Mrs. Mary Behringer at the C. N. Phillips, aged 41 and Mrs. Adelaide Clement Goddard, aged 45, both directions:
meeting tomorrow afternoon.
residents of Laa Vegas. A license al
Mr. Luis Garcia
Swedenburg,
so was Issued late Saturday to Lazaro Box 67; Mr. M. Rose
J. H. Mims (has entered the employ
Lexington near
of Will Rosenthal in the Rosenthal Clibarri, aged 23, and Sofia Montoya, Pine street, Baltimore, Md.
When calling for the above letters
Furniture store on Sixth street. Mr. aired 21, both residents of Las Vegas.
Mims came to Las Vegas about a:
please ask for "Adverised Letters."
Judge David J, Leahy Saturday afterJ F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
weeks ago from his home in Cast'e
noon fined Bernabe Ortiz and Beatriz
berry ,Ala.
Ortiz $10 each for resisting an officer
The
fines were assessed after Judge
The marriage of Mrs. C. Levenson
The annual commencement of Loretto Academy will be held tomorrow Leahy had heatd the evidence at a of Baltimore to David Winternltz, of
in chambers. The two were this city occurred yesterday mornln,
evening at 8 o'clock in the academy hearing
hall. A beautiful program has been accused of resisting Justice Pablo Vi at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern
when he attempted to arrest them on Eighth street. Dr. Samuel Pelper,
arranged, and the conclusion of a suc gil
cessful school year will be fittingly ob on a charge of disturbing the peace. rabbi of Congregation Montefiore, ofAdolfo Garcia, who was indicted with ficiated at the services. The wedding
served.
the Ortiz couple by the recent grand was attended only ' by immediate
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth Mc- - Jury, was assessed a similar fine by friends and relatives of the couple.
Leahy during the regular May Following the ceremony a wedding
Intyre of Rocky Ford to John Colwell Judge
term
the court
of
dinner was served at the Castaneda
of this city will occur tomorrow morn
hotel.
9
at
lii
o'clock
Im
of
the Church
ing
Making a sharp turn on the BouleMrs. Winternltz Is the sister-in-lamaculate Conception. Miss Mclntyre
vard the Crystal Ice company's wag- of Mrs. Dan Stern and Mrs. Jake
is a sister of Miss MoTntyre of this
on driven by Leo Regensberg upset Stern of this
city. They will make
city, and has (been here visiltlng for
drivthe
morning,
yesterday
throwing
home
here
their
residing in the Plaza
several months. Mr. Colwell la em
er and his brother, Carl Regensberg, hotel and will be at home to friends
ployed by the Santa Fe railroad.
who was riding with him, to the affer
July 15. Mr. and Mrs. Winterground. The former escaped without nltz left yesterday afternoon on train
John Smith was arrested yesterday
but Carl, who Is employed by No. 1 for Santa Fe, where they will
afternoon by Santa Fe Special Of- injuries
was scratcu.. ani spend a short time on their honey
ficer Norrls on the charge of drunk- - Simpkins Brothers,
badly bruised about the limbs. His moon.
nness, and after a hearingi before
Injuries are not serious.
The guests at the wedding dinner
Judge D. R. Murray this morning was
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern, Mr. and
were
released on the payment of the costs.
Homan Moya, a merchant of the
Mrs. Jake Stern, S. Kaufman, Miss
arOfficer Charley Kelly made the
the West side, died vesterdav morn- Regina Stern, Miss Julia Kaufman,
rest of F. L. Franklin yesterday on
ing at 9 o'clock after an illness cf Miss Edna Levenson,
daughter of
the charge of drunk and disorderly. two
Mr. Moya was 80 years of Mrs. Winternltz, and Dr. S. Peiper.
days.
Franklin was fined $5 and costs and
age. He is survived by his wife, three
released.
PACKING TRUST DISSOLVES.
daughters, Mrs. Felipe Lucero, of
Dawson, Mrs. Frank Angel of this city
Washington, June 17. Attorney
and Miss Maggie Moya, and a son
General Wickersham was advised toMoya, of Ribera. The funeral day that the National Packing comocurred this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock pany would be voluntarily dlssodlved
from the Church of Our Lady of Sor- b ythe beef packers by August fc In
rows. Interment was In Mount Cal- view of this action Mr. Wickersham
vary cemetery. Mr. Moya was an old announced that the government would
time resident of Las Vegas and has hold In abeyance the civil suit which
many friends who mourn for him. He It proposed to bring against the comwas proprietor of a grocery store. J. pany to compel its disintegration.
C. Johnsen and Son had charge of the
are properly laundered at our
funeral arrangements.
plant We have an especial department fully equipped with
the latest appliances for launDELEGATES INJURED
dering ladies wear and the
Chicago, June 17. More than a
employes in. this department
score of men and women among whom
;
are experts In every sense of
were members of the Georgia Taft
the word.
delegation to the republican national
If you have not already done
convention, were injured today, some
so, send your summer shirt
seriously, In a collision between a
waists and other garments to
Pennsylvania passenger train and sevus and let us show you how
eral empty coaches in the yards of
nicely we make them appear.
the Union station here. Two locomoOur charge Is not high nnd
tives were partly wrecked and winthe work is prompt
dows In several of the coaches were
.
shattered.

This includes all our new Spring Models in Hart Schaffuer
& Marx, Michaels Stern, and Ederheimer Stein makes.

6

The Home of The Best of Everything Eatable

LEVENSON-WINTERNIT-

17-18-- 19

Vi

$1.65

85c
$1.60
80c
10c

"'.

,,,'

GREENBERGER'S
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economy
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Automatic

If

.

Use Nothing But

.'..,....

ONLY

Refrigerator
soon saves its cost by
keeping foods whole;
some, sweet and pure.

And you will, like the wide, deep, high
food

chambers.-alwa-

.

?,

snow-whit-

e

sanitary, always cold.

ys

JOHHSEn
Exclusive Local Agents

aS

Eu-gen-

AT THE GBAAF & HAYffARD CO. STORE

.,..,..

DAYS

t

Linen Skirts

.
sack Moses tjest Hour i
14 sack Moses best flour
salck Old Homestead tlour
sack 014 Homestead flour
2 pound package Ralston buckwheat flour
100 pounds cane sugar
...........
14 pounds can sugar
,.
.
100 pounds beet sugar
$?.."
15 pounds beet sugar
7 pounds good old potatoes.
...
6 pounds new potatoes
.....Af.
.
3 packages macaroni
3 packages spagettl
3 packages vermicelli
.'.T....r....
3 pound Jar Heinz preserves
1 quart Jar apple butter
1 65c bottle Richelieu salad dressing .J.;..."..V.i
8 bags salt
:
8 bars D. C. soap
7 bars tar soap
,, .."..'Tr.V..
6 bars Sunny Monday soap
6 bars toiljet soap
Standard Breakfast bacon by the side, pet pound i
Pure lard, large pails
.,'4.
Pure lard, medium pails
Pure lard, small pails
'.
TT.T.T....
Compound lard, large palls
Compound lard, medium palls
Compound lard, small pails

3

JAP-A-LA- C

TRY; AN AD. IN THiC

Your Shirt
Waists and

SPECIAL SALE FOR CASH ONLY JUNE

JW

mZM

Enamel Red, Enamel Green. Blue, Dead Black, Brilliant Black and Flat'
White
are also effective in renovating straw hats.

,

WEDNESDAY

lk la

PHONE IAIN 371

son-inla-

0IAY--WDA- P

AT

LUDWIG Wm, ILFELD

soda water fountain

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from
distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.

IKE
DAVIS
THE
GROCER.
or

COMPLETE

for sale cheap.
White Kitchen.

mil

SPEGmL 8 DM

JAP-A-LA- C

A

AT- -

c

Her best straw bat was yellow, and it didn't mach her gown.
But the knew that she could fix It so she didn't pout or frown.
She bought some Dead Black
and colored it with that.
And now her friends admire what they think's a brand new hat.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

EVERY DAY IS A BARGAIN DAY

Jap-a-Ia-

i

.,

$6.55
$1.00
$6.35
$1.00
25c
25c
25c
25c

FERN DELL

.

JAM AND
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81

617

a sprained ankle may as a rule be
cured in from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
observing the directions with each
bottle. For sale by all dealers.
own

There's a Reason

25c
65c
25c
45c
25c

17c
$1.30

70c

They Are Pure

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE to the neat,! novel and inexpensive line of small jardiniers and ferneries we are displaying
in our window.

Sold by

BOUCHER

ICS

"WANT COLUMNS"
-

,

BUTTER AT 25 CENTS.
FLYER'S BAD LUCK.
Elgin, III., June 17. The quotation
Anglers, France, June 17. Soon afcommittee of the Elgin board of trade ter the start of the
this afternoon declared , butter firm
aeroplane race today. Aviat 25 cents a pound. ' i ' .
ator Allard's machine, carrying four
passengers, broke down and fell to
the earth. The fall was from a
BATTLE IN MEXICO.
.
and the only one Injured was
Chhuahua, June 17. Fghting along Allard's mechanician
who suffered a
the Concho river near La cruz, 95 broken
leg. Aviator de Bussy, while
miles south of here was resumed
flying from Chartres to Anglers to
at noon today. General Salazar has start In
the race, was hurled to
almost two hundred rebels engaged
when his aeroplane collapsed
and the federal strength Is estimated and was
seriously injured InternalUy.
at about the same number. Both His
passenger, M. Goslengs, broke
sides were reinforced and. the engage- both
legs.
Sixteen aviators started;
ment may become the long expect- in the 293
mile
event.
ed battle between the main ' bodies
of both armies.
,,
FIREMEN'S TOURNEY AT PIERRE
Pierre, S. D., June 17. Numerous-delegationMexicans Are Executed.
Angiers-Cholet-Saum-

of firemen arrived In
Madera,
Mex., June 17. Three
Mexican residents were executed to- town today for the annual meeting
and tournament of their state essoria-tio- n.
day by rebel soldiers because one of
Welcoming exercises, a parade
the trio was accused of attacking a
member of the insurrecto garrison and review are on the program for
tomorrow. The remainder of
here.
the week
will be devoted to the
prize competiQuietl prevails here; 'jut the
of federals In this direction is tions.
anticipated.

,

'

ANOTHER
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

45c
$1.10
60c
40c

D

s

25c
25c
25c
25c

D

t.

'

PRESERVES

Dought Are
Thfl Outlc prints an the

c t

"street"1

PERRY ONION &
-S-

EEDSMEN1

&

"The Store of Satisfaction"

SON'SiS.

FLORISTS
cdis-- arc

J

Mil

STORM VICTIM

Kansas City, June 17. One mor
victim was added to the death list of
WANTED Modern furnished room the tornado that
passed over central-we- st
young couple without children. RefMissouri late Saturday
when
erences if required. Address S. F. Mrs. Henry Cameron of
Merwin, Mi,
A., Optia
sour! died of her injuries today."

